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The Study
In 2000, the Canada Millennium Scholarship

Foundation introduced a bursary program. Shortly

thereafter, the Foundation began a research program

to examine various aspects of student financial assis-

tance. The research reported here is part of a series

examining the impact of the Foundation bursary.

To avoid duplication, the Foundation bursary

is administered through existing provincial and 

territorial student aid delivery systems. As a result,

some aspects vary across jurisdictions. The impact of 

the Foundation bursary in each jurisdiction must

therefore be studied separately. The first jurisdiction

to be examined was British Columbia. Manitoba was

the second, and is the focus of this paper. 

This research has three aspects. First, it documents

the effects of the introduction of the Foundation

bursary on the key components of the Manitoba

student assistance program. Second, it profiles the

impact of the changes of both the Foundation

bursary and the Manitoba assistance program on

student debt. Finally, it examines any effect on

education persistence.

The research is based on administrative data from

the Manitoba student aid program. This is an ideal

source of data on student debt, as it contains a wealth

of information on financial assistance including

assessed need, loans and other assistance awarded,

as well as information about the educational

program for which the aid was applied. 

As a source of information on persistence, however,

student aid data have some limitations, since only

students who applied for aid in a given year are

included. The database provided information on the

progress of students who received financial assistance

for each year in their post-secondary studies. But

some students appear in the database and fail to

reappear in subsequent years. The database does not

tell us how many of these students dropped out and

how many continued in school without student aid.

However, for students who received assistance some

years and not others, the database can be used to

determine the last year they attended with assistance,

even if they attended without assistance during 

intervening years. The persistence research focuses

on bursary recipients, who are considered high-need

students and, therefore, much more likely than low-

need students to consistently apply for assistance 

each year.

The Bursary Programs 
in Manitoba
The Foundation bursary may displace provincial

assistance, so provincial governments have undertaken

to reinvest savings realized into programs for students.

Manitoba used the savings, in conjunction with 

additional provincial funding, to create a Manitoba

bursary program. 

In May 2000, the Canada Millennium Scholarship

Foundation and the Government of Manitoba reached

agreement on the creation of a new integrated non-

repayable grant program involving the Foundation’s

millennium bursaries and the new $6 million

Manitoba Millennium Bursaries. The purpose was

designed to provide all Manitoba students with an

annual debt ceiling of $6,000. 

As of August 1, 2000, the Foundation’s bursaries,

worth between $1,000 and $4,500, were available to

all eligible Manitoba students with assessed need in

excess of $7,000.  Students ineligible for Foundation

bursaries, including graduate students, were eligible

for similar assistance under the Manitoba Millennium

Bursary program.  Manitoba Millennium Bursaries of

up to $1,000 were also available to students who are 

eligible for Foundation bursaries, but are borrowing

less than $7,000.
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The cost of the Manitoba Millennium Bursary

program is estimated at $6 million, which is five

times the amount of savings originally projected for

Manitoba when the Bursary Program was first intro-

duced in 1999. Both are loan remission programs: 

the bursary goes to the financial institution to reduce

the student’s loan. The Foundation and Manitoba

bursaries do not affect the total financial assistance a

student receives. That remains the same, but the

student’s loan for the year is reduced by the amount

of the bursary.

To be eligible for a Foundation bursary, students

must have assessed need above the threshold 

established for that year. In addition, students must

be full-time undergraduates who have successfully

completed at least 60% of one year of study. The

Manitoba bursary is available to a wider group of

students, including graduate students, first-year

undergraduates and other undergraduates who may

not be eligible for a Foundation bursary. To receive 

a Manitoba bursary, a student’s loan for the year 

must exceed a net loan threshold, after subtracting

any Foundation bursary and discretionary loans

received. Students who receive either bursary 

therefore have relatively higher levels of assessed

need or net loan or both, compared to those who did

not receive either bursary.1

Impact on Student Debt
In 1999–2000, the year the Foundation bursary 

was introduced, 3,504 Manitoba students received

bursaries. When the Manitoba bursary was introduced

the following year, 4,830 students received one or 

both of these bursaries. The percentage of student aid

recipients who received loan remission bursaries grew

from 34% in 1999–2000, to 57% by 2002–03.

Figure A shows the impact of Foundation and

Manitoba bursaries on the accumulated debt of loan

remission recipients. Recipients of loan remission

bursaries had more debt than did non-recipients,

even after loan remissions were applied, but their

debt was considerably reduced by the loan remission. 

The benefit of reduced debt can accumulate for

students who receive bursaries each year. However,

since the need and net loan thresholds can change

from year to year, as can the student’s assessed need,

a student may not be eligible every year. Nonetheless,

many students received loan remissions more than

once, so the impact of the bursaries has grown over

time. In 1999–2000, the average benefit was $3,085,

while by 2002–03 the average accumulated benefit

had grown to $5,245.

Students who were classified as independent of

parental support for student loan purposes were

T H E  M I L L E N N I U M  F O U N DAT I O N  B U R S A RY  I N  M A N I T O B A :  E X P LO R I N G  I T S  I M PA C Tii

1. Net loan is the students’ loan for the year after subtracting any Foundation bursary and discretionary loans.

Note: The Manitoba bursary began in 2000-01. Recipients of loan remission are students who received either a Foundation or a Manitoba
bursary that year. Non-recipients received neither bursary that year, but may have received one in another year.
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more likely to benefit from loan remissions than 

were dependent students. By 2002–03, dependent

students had accumulated $2,048 per student in loan

remission bursaries, compared to $4,238 and $3,523

for independent students, with and without depen-

dants respectively. This is to be expected, since inde-

pendent students have higher assessed need, on

average. Any group of students with higher assessed

need will benefit more from loan remissions. For

instance, single parents generally have much higher

assessed need than do other students, which affects

the amount of loan remission they can receive. Single

parents had accumulated $4,437 in loan remissions

by 2002–03, compared to $3,702 for married students

and $2,993 for single students.

Impact on Education
Persistence
To explore the impact of reduced debt on the 

educational persistence of Manitoba financial aid

recipients, we compared two groups of recipients. One

group, the Pre-Millennium cohort, did not have access

to loan remission bursaries. These students began the

first year of a multi-year program in 1995–96, prior to

the inception of the two bursaries. We tracked their

progress for four years, until 1998–99. The other group,

the Millennium cohort, began the first year of a multi-

year program in 1999–2000 (the year the Foundation

bursary began). We also tracked their progress for four

years, until 2002–03. 

All students in both cohorts were full-time 

undergraduates with no prior student loan debt. 

To be included in the Millennium cohort, a student

had to have received a loan remission at least once

during the tracking period. For the purposes of

comparison, we selected the students in the Pre-

Millennium cohort who would have been eligible for

loan remission had they started their program in

1999–2000. The students in the cohort would have

been eligible at least once during the tracking period,

using the same need and net loan thresholds as were

applied to the Millennium cohort. This meant that

the two cohorts were similar with respect to the

financial criteria for loan remission eligibility. We also

matched the groups in terms of program length and

credential sought, and we tracked their progress over

the tracking period.

Accumulated Debt

Table B shows the average debt accumulated by 

the Pre-Millennium and Millennium cohorts. For 

the Millennium cohort, the table displays both the

accumulated debt prior to remission and the debt

remaining after remission. Debt is shown in both

current-year and constant 2002 dollars, 2002 being the

final year for the Millennium cohort.

For both cohorts, the longer the program, the

greater the amount of accumulated debt, whether in

current-year dollars or constant 2002 dollars. Prior to

loan remission, the Millennium cohort had accumu-

lated more debt, on average, than had the Pre-

Millennium cohort. After applying loan remissions,

the accumulated debt of the Millennium cohort was

smaller than that of the Pre-Millennium cohort. The

difference in final debt between the Pre-Millennium
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Table B — Accumulated Debt for Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts

Pre-Millennium total debt

Millennium before remission

Millennium after remission

Difference between Pre-Millennium
and Millennium after remission

2 Year

$14,357

$17,514

$13,600

$757

3 Year

$19,222

$23,112

$17,548

$1,674

4 Year

$23,094

$25,910

$18,232

$4,862

Number of Students: Millennium Cohort: 259 in two-year diploma programs; 412 in three-year degree programs; 293 in four-year degree
programs. Pre-Millennium Cohort: 323 in two-year diploma programs; 469 in three-year degree programs; 466 in four-year degree programs.

Diploma Degree

Current Year $

2 Year

$15,731

$17,514

$13,600

$2,131

3 Year

$21,063

$23,112

$17,548

$3,515

4 Year

$25,306

$25,910

$18,232

$7,074

Diploma Degree

Constant 2002 $



and Millennium cohorts increased with the length of

the program. This is to be expected since the longer

the program, the more remission a student can accu-

mulate over the tracking period. In constant 2002

dollars, the average advantage of loan remissions 

for the Millennium cohort was $2,131 for those in

two-year diploma programs and $7,074 for those in

four-year degree programs.

Persistence

To capture differences in the amount of progress

made, students were classified as leavers, continuers

or potential completers. Potential completers are

students who reached the final year of the program

and may have earned the credential. (We do not

know whether the credential was earned, since the

student aid database has no information on credits

completed and credentials earned.) Continuers are

those students who did not reach the final program

year, but were in school in the last year of the tracking

period. Leavers are students who did not reach the

final program year and were not in school at the end

of the tracking period.

As shown in Figure C, persistence was significantly

better for the Millennium cohort. Millennium students

were less likely to be leavers. They were more likely 

to have reached their final program year or to be

continuing their program. This was true for students

who entered two-year diploma programs as well as

those in three- and four-year degree programs.

Millennium and Pre-Millennium cohorts were affected

by program length in the same way: students in 

two-year diploma programs were much more likely

than students in longer degree programs to have

reached the final program year, and were less likely

to be leavers.

The magnitude of the persistence differences

between the cohorts is captured in the leavers. 

The lower the proportion of leavers in a group, 

the higher the level of persistence, since leavers

include all students who were not potential completers

or continuers. The proportion of Millennium students

who were leavers was at least 10 percent lower than the

corresponding figure for Pre-Millennium students.

The better persistence of the Millennium cohort 

is not due to differences in course loads. Millennium
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Note: Leavers are those who did not reach the final year of their program, and were not in school in the last year of tracking. Continuers had not
reached the final year, but were in school in the last year of tracking. Potential completers had reached the final program year, but we do not
know whether they earned their credential. 

Figure C — Persistence Measures for the Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts
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students did not have heavier course loads than Pre-

Millennium students. Nor did they change programs

to enhance their persistence. In fact, Millennium

students were more likely to change to longer

programs, while Pre-Millennium students were more

likely to change to shorter programs, which would

give Pre-Millennium students an advantage in terms

of persistence. We also ruled out unmet need as 

a cause of the persistence differences between 

the cohorts, since the Millennium cohort had 

slightly higher levels of unmet need, which, if

anything, would hinder progress. Millennium

students progressed further simply because they

were able to spend more time in school.

Conclusions on Persistence

We found a consistent positive association between

loan remission and persistence. With less debt,

students in the Millennium cohort progressed further

in their education than did students in the matched

Pre-Millennium cohort. The simplest explanation for

these findings is that as debt levels rise, more

students withdraw from school to avoid additional

debt. They may withdraw temporarily in order to

earn money, or they may drop out altogether. It is also

possible that students are attending school part-time

and continuing to study without financial assistance.

Stopping out and saving for school or attending

school part-time would slow down a student’s rate of

progress, but would also reduce the amount of debt

accumulated by that student. 

Many factors can affect persistence, including

academic preparation, education costs and labour

market conditions. In this study we aimed to examine

the particular effect of loan remission, so we tried to

control for the effects of other factors. We matched

the two cohorts on program length, credential and

loan remission eligibility. The two cohorts were similar

in many aspects, including gender distribution,

credential, program length and course load. The

assessed need of the Millennium cohort was some-

what higher than that of the Pre-Millennium cohort,

so Millennium students received somewhat higher

loans—but they were also more likely to have some

unmet need. We found no evidence of differences

between the two cohorts that could explain the

difference in persistence. 

We designed the research so that access to loan

remission would be the only important difference

between the two time periods. But other, unknown,

differences between the time periods may have

affected persistence. To allow for these, we also

compared two control groups, one for the Pre-

Millennium period and one for the Millennium

period. Students in these groups did not meet the

financial criteria for loan remission eligibility: they

had lower assessed need and smaller net loan

amounts than those of students in the study cohorts.

However, the controls were similar to the study

cohorts in terms of the other selection criteria.

Persistence of the Millennium control group was no

better than that of the Pre-Millennium control group.

This suggests that nothing in the Millennium period

was enhancing persistence in general. Only loan

remission recipients in the Millennium period had

enhanced persistence.

The results of the control groups, taken together

with the enhanced persistence of the Millennium

cohort, supports the conclusion that the reduced

debt of the Millennium cohort has led to better

persistence. This is correlational research, however,

and a causal relationship between reduced debt and

persistence cannot be proven.
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The Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation

implemented a bursary program in 2000. This

research documents the impact of the Foundation

bursary in Manitoba. 

The research has three specific components. 

Each component is addressed in a separate chapter, 

building on the preceding chapters:

• Chapter 2 documents the impact of the Foundation

bursary on the student financial aid program in

Manitoba. It describes the key components and

policies of the Manitoba student aid program,

including how these changed with the implemen-

tation of the Foundation bursary.

• Chapter 3 profiles the students who benefited from

these changes, and shows how they benefited. The

profiles include an assessment of the amount of

debt students would have incurred without the

changes. The profiles are based on data supplied by

the Manitoba Department of Advanced Education

and Training. The Department provided informa-

tion on each student who received aid from

1995–96 to 2002–03, including information on

assessed need, academic history, amounts of 

loans and grants awarded, and demographic 

information. Profiles were based on the students

who received aid in the 2002–03 academic year.

• Chapter 4 explores the possible impact of these

changes on education persistence. This analysis 

is an exploration of the extent to which the admini-

strative data can be used to assess the impact on

education persistence of the Foundation bursary

and associated changes in the Manitoba student

aid program and uses data from all eight years.

Administrative data is admittedly limited in this

respect, as it only contains information for students

who applied for assistance. The data can be used to

determine the progress made by those students

who applied for financial assistance for each year of

their post-secondary studies. However, students

who had assistance at one point, and then conti-

nued their studies without assistance would not

appear in the database for subsequent years. 

The approach is similar to that used to study 

the impact of the Foundation bursary in British

Columbia (McElroy, L. 2004). Additional information

for each component is provided in appendices.

1
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This chapter presents an overview of the policies used

by the Manitoba government to determine the amount

and type of financial assistance for which students are

eligible. Since the Foundation bursary is only available

to full-time students, this chapter focuses on financial

assistance available to full-time students. 

Students must first be eligible for Canada Student

Loan funding in order to be eligible for provincial

funding. There are five main types of assistance that

students can receive in Manitoba. The five types 

and total amounts awarded in the 2002–03 program

year are:

• Canada Student Loan (CSL)

— $41.4 million

• Manitoba Student Loan (MSL) 

— $22.3 million 

• Manitoba bursary (MB) 

— $6.2 million 

• Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation

bursary (FB) 

— $12.3 million 

• Canada Study Grant (CSG)2

— $1.9 million 

Aid is generally awarded on the basis of assessed

need. Need is assessed in terms of students’ costs and

their resources. Assessed costs include the actual

costs of the education program, such as tuition and

books, and allowable amounts for living expenses.

The assessed cost of living depends on whether or

not the student is living with parents or has depen-

dants or other allowable expenses. It also depends on

the length of the academic year. Resources can include

a student’s earnings prior to and during the academic

year, as well as the savings and resources of parents

or a spouse, where applicable.

Students receive Canada and Manitoba Student

Loans up to the amount of their assessed need or the

maximum amount, whichever is less, with Canada

providing 60 percent of the total loan amount. Since

1998–99, the weekly maximum loan amount has been

$275. Students who receive Canada Study Grants may

get total funding that exceeds this amount. Appendix A

provides additional information about the assistance

available to students in Manitoba.

Implementation of 
the Foundation Bursary
Foundation bursaries were implemented in Manitoba

in the 1999–2000 program year. Foundation bursaries

constitute a loan remission program: they are used to

reduce student debt at the end of each school year.3

The Foundation bursary does not affect the total

financial assistance that students receive. The total

assistance remains the same, but students whose

assessed need exceeds the threshold have a reduced

loan at the end of the year.

To be eligible for a Foundation bursary, students

must have an assessed need above the threshold

established for that year. Students must also be

enrolled full-time in an undergraduate program, and

they must have successfully completed at least 60%

of one year of study. 

3

2. Student Financial
Assistance in Manitoba

2. The Canada Study Grant is available for eligible students with dependants, with permanent disabilities, and women in certain doctoral studies. Of the
$1.9 million in CSG funding awarded in Manitoba in 2002–03, $1.6 million was for full-time students with dependants whose financial need exceeded
the maximum of $275 per week of study. These students could receive up to $40 per week for one or two dependants, and up to $60 per week for three
or more dependants.

3. Loan remissions are bursaries that are paid directly to financial institutions to reduce the student’s debt. In some provinces, the Foundation bursary is
provided as a grant directly to the student. The total amount of financial assistance given to a student is not affected by the method of disbursement. 



Award Maximum 

$3,500

$4,500

$4,500

$4,500

Lifetime Maximum

$19,200 

$19,200 

$19,200

$20,000

Manitoba used the savings achieved through the

Foundation funding, in conjunction with additional

provincial funding, to create a Manitoba bursary

program.4 The Manitoba bursary (MB) began in

2000–01, the year following implementation of the

Foundation bursary.5 The MB is also a loan remission

program, but it is available to a wider group of

students, including graduate students, first-year

undergraduates and other undergraduates who may

not be eligible for the Foundation bursary.

Bursary Eligibility
The Foundation bursary is available to undergraduate

students who have successfully completed at least 

60 percent of one year of study (the minimum for full-

time status) prior to the application year. Students

must receive a CSL that year as well as provincial

funding (either an MSL or an Access6 bursary) to 

qualify for a Foundation bursary. To be eligible for a

Foundation bursary, a student’s assessed need 

must reach a certain threshold. This threshold has

varied from year to year, as is shown in Table 1. If the

difference between the threshold and the student’s

assessed need is at least as great as the award

minimum, then the student receives a Foundation

bursary. If the difference is greater than the maximum,

the student receives the maximum. Students can

receive a Foundation bursary for a maximum of 

32 months (136 weeks), but these weeks do not have 

to be consecutive. The annual minimums and 

maximums and lifetime maximums are also shown 

in Table 1.

Students must receive a MSL for the year to be

eligible for a Manitoba bursary. Students are assessed

for the MB based on the total amount of their loans for

that year after subtracting the Foundation bursary

and any discretionary loans received that year. If the

net loan for that year is above the net loan threshold

and the student meets all other eligibility criteria, a

Manitoba bursary is awarded to reduce that year’s

loan to the threshold. The net loan thresholds for

each year are shown in Table 2. The minimum MB

that a student can receive is $100. If the difference

between the net loan threshold and the net loan for

that year is less than $100, the student does not

receive a bursary. Students can receive up to the

maximum amount of MSL received that year. 
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4. As mentioned earlier, the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation’s Millennium Bursary Program creates displacement in some provinces. In
Manitoba, since there was no pre-existing loan remission program, this effect was minimal. Displacement only occurs on savings realized from lower
interest payments and risk-premiums of select student loans.

5. The cost of the Manitoba Millennium Bursary program is estimated at $6 million, which is five times the amount of savings originally projected for
Manitoba when the bursary program was first introduced in 1999.

6. Access bursaries are provincial grants provided to selected students in Access programs. In addition to the CSL, they receive an Access bursary rather
than a Manitoba student loan, in a 60/40 split. If they have additional need above this amount, the remaining is covered with an additional Access
bursary. These students do not qualify for a Manitoba bursary, but may qualify for a Foundation bursary from 2000–01 onwards.

Year

1999–2000

2000–01

2001–02

2002–03

Net Loan Threshold 

$5,575

$5,518

$5,064

$4,500

Table 1 — Foundation Bursary Need Thresholds, and Award Amounts by Year

Award Minimum

$2,000

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

Award Maximum 

MSL received in 2000–01

MSL received in 2001–02

MSL received in 2002–03

Year

2000–01

2001–02

2002–03

Net Loan Threshold 

$6,000

$5,500

$4,160

Table 2 — Manitoba Bursary Net Loan Thresholds, and Award Amounts by Year

Award Minimum

$100 

$100

$100
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Figure 1 – Main Types of Assistance in Manitoba Based on Need and Net Loan
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To depict the relationship between the Foundation

and the Manitoba bursary, the flow chart in Figure 1

breaks down financial aid recipients according to

three eligibility factors: 

• Level of assessed need: Students whose assessed

need is above the threshold fall into the “high

need” category. (See Table 1 for the threshold

amounts for each year.)

• Level of net loan: Students’ net loan must be above

the net loan threshold (see Table 2) to be considered

to have a high net loan for the year.

• Post-secondary education eligibility criteria: To be

eligible for a Foundation bursary, a student must

be in an undergraduate program and must have

completed at least 60% of one year of post-

secondary education. Those who do not meet these

criteria are not eligible for a Foundation bursary

even if they meet the need criteria described above.

They may be eligible for a Manitoba bursary if they

meet the net loan criteria.

Figure 2 provides examples of how bursary eligibility

is determined for a typical 34-week academic year.
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Assessed Need
Foundation Bursary

Figure 2 — Bursary Eligibility in 2002–03 for Students with Study Duration of 34 Week
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Note: The need threshold for the Foundation bursary was $4,500 in 2002–03 and the net loan threshold for the Manitoba bursary was $4,160.



The figure contains two panels. The first shows eligi-

bility for the Foundation bursary based on assessed

need. The second shows eligibility for the Manitoba

bursary based on the net loan amount for the year. 

Two types of students are depicted in each panel.

The first four bars represent students who meet the

education criteria for eligibility for a Foundation

bursary (they are full-time undergraduate students

who have completed at least one year of study). The

remaining two bars represent students who do not

meet the education criteria for the Foundation

bursary (students in their first year of post-secondary

studies or in graduate studies).

In the first panel, the amounts above the zero line

show the level of assessed need, while the amounts

below the line represent the value of the Foundation

bursary awarded. Only two of the four groups that

meet the education criteria also exceed the need

threshold for a Foundation bursary of $4,500. In the

second panel, the net loan for the year is shown

above the zero line. This is the total amount of loans

received for the year, minus any Foundation bursary

and discretionary loans. The amount of Manitoba

bursary awarded is shown below the zero line. Three

groups exceed the net loan threshold of $4,160 and

receive a Manitoba bursary.

Figure 3 shows the amount of debt before and 

after loan remission. The initial amount of MSL and

CSL appears on the left, while the amount of debt

remaining after the Foundation and Manitoba

bursaries appears on the right. The graph makes it

clear that the combined impact of the bursaries is to

equalize, to a great extent, the amount of loans for the

year that each group will have to repay.
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Figure 3 — Total Loan Amounts Before and After Remission for Students with Study Duration of 34 Weeks in 2002–03
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Table 3 provides examples of actual students in

each of the six categories depicted in Figures 2 and 3.

Each example includes the accumulated debt,

assessed need and amounts of Canada and Manitoba

student loans awarded in 2002–03. The table also

includes Foundation and Manitoba bursaries

awarded, if any.

Summary of Changes in
Manitoba Student Aid Policies
Table 4 summarizes the changes in the Manitoba

Student Aid program since 1998–99, the year imme-

diately preceding the implementation of the

Foundation bursary.

Credential

Diploma

Degree

Degree

Degree

Degree

Degree

Degree

Degree

Degree

Diploma

Degree

Degree

Certificate

Degree

Graduate

Certificate

Diploma

Degree

Graduate

Table 3 — Examples of Assistance Allocations for 2002–03 By Need and Debt Level

Meet Post-Secondary Eligibility Criteria for the Foundation Bursary

Do Not Meet Post-Secondary Eligibility Criteria for the Foundation Bursary

Level of Annual Need
and Net Annual Loan

High Need  
& High Net Loan

High Need 
& Low Net Loan

Low Need
& High Net Loan

Low Need
& Low Net Loan

Low Net Loan

High Net Loan

Year
of PSE

2

2

3

2

4

5+

3

4

5+

2

3

5+

1

1

5+

1

1

1

5+

Total
Debt

$6,806 

$5,500 

$18,707 

$16,462 

$45,797 

$59,525 

$13,904

$6,456 

$8,761 

$3,333 

$3,333 

$4,036 

$3,683 

$2,653 

$2,954 

$9,340 

$9,350 

$9,350

$35,452

Annual
Need

$6,806 

$5,500 

$5,815 

$10,029 

$9,183 

$14,962 

$4,454 

$4,413 

$4,443 

$0 

$0

$4,036

$350 

$2,498 

$2,954 

$9,340 

$10,308 

$9,891

$4,277

Annual
Award

$6,806 

$5,500 

$5,815 

$8,623 

$8,603 

$9,970 

$4,454 

$4,413 

$4,443 

$3,333 

$3,333 

$4,236 

$3,683 

$2,653 

$2,954 

$9,340 

$9,350 

$9,350 

$4,277 

Net Loan

$4,500

$4,500 

$4,500 

$4,123 

$4,103 

$4,150 

$4,454 

$4,413 

$4,443 

$3,333 

$3,333 

$4,036 

$3,683 

$2,653 

$2,954 

$9,340 

$9,350 

$9,350 

$4,277 

CSL

$5,221 

$3,590 

$4,355 

$4,993 

$5,149 

$5,190 

$2,813 

$2,941 

$3,640 

$2,000 

$2,000 

$3,422 

$2,210 

$1,592 

$2,802 

$5,604 

$5,610 

$5,610 

$3,998 

MSL

$1,585 

$1,910 

$1,460 

$3,630 

$3,454 

$3,460 

$1,641 

$1,472 

$803 

$1,333

$1,333 

$614 

$1,473 

$1,061 

$152 

$3,736 

$3,740 

$3,740 

$279 

FB

$2,306 

$1,000 

$1,315 

$4,500 

$4,500 

$4,500 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0

MB

$340

$340 

$340 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$294 

$253 

$283 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$3,736 

$3,740 

$3,740 

$117 

Notes: Year of PSE is the year of the student’s post-secondary education, which may not be the same as the year of the program. Total loans 
for the year can be less than the total award for students who received grants not shown in the table, such as Canada Study Grants. 
Net loan refers to the amount of loans for the year minus the Foundation bursary. High net loan is net loan above $4,160; high need 
is need above $4,500. Total loans for the year can be less than the total award for students who received grants not shown in the table, 
such as Canada Study Grants. Net loan refers to the amount of loans for the year minus the Foundation bursary. High net loan is net 
loan above $4,160; high need is need above $4,500.
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To determine the impact of Foundation funding, both

the Foundation and the Manitoba bursary must be

considered together, since the Foundation bursary

prompted the creation of the Manitoba bursary

program. In 2002–03, Foundation and Manitoba

bursaries benefited a total of 5,636 students. There

were 3,345 students who received Foundation

bursaries, with an average value of $3,645, and 3,190

students who received Manitoba bursaries, with an

average value of $1,877. A total of 899 students

received both bursaries.

1998–99 • Maximum weekly loan of $275 ($110 MSL + $165 CSL).

• Students with assessed need above $275 per week can apply for a Manitoba Study Assistance
grant, which involves a separate application. Eligible students can receive up to $40 per week
above the $275 loan maximum.

• Students with dependants and assessed need above $275 per week can apply for a Canada Study
Grant. Students with one or two dependants can receive up to $40 per week and those with three
or more dependants can receive up to $60 per week.

1999–2000 • Foundation bursary introduced for students with assessed need above $5,575 for the year. 
Award minimum is $2,000 and maximum is $3,500.

• All other aspects of student aid program remain as in 1998–99.

2000–01 • Manitoba bursary introduced for students with net loan above $6,000 for the year. 
Awards range from $100 to the maximum amount of MSL received for the year.

• Need threshold for Foundation bursary reduced to $5,518. Range of awards increases, 
with a minimum of $1,000 and a maximum of $4,500.

• All other aspects of student aid program remain as in 1999–2000.

2001–02 • Net loan threshold for Manitoba bursary reduced to $5,500. Awards range from $100 to 
the maximum amount of MSL received for the year.

• Need threshold for Foundation bursary reduced to $5,064. Awards range from $1,000 to $4,500.

• All other aspects of student aid program remain as in 2000–01.

2002–03 • Net loan threshold for Manitoba bursary reduced to $4,160. Awards range from $100 to the
maximum amount of MSL received for the year.

• Need threshold for Foundation bursary reduced to $4,500. Awards range from $1,000 to $4,500.

• All other aspects of student aid program remain as in 2001–02.

Table 4 — Key Changes in Manitoba Student Aid from 1998–99 to 2002–03

Impact on Students in Manitoba





To understand which students benefited from the

changes in the Manitoba student aid program, and

the impact these changes had on student debt, we

developed profiles of various subgroups of student

aid recipients. The profiles are based on data

supplied by the Manitoba Department of Advanced

Education and Training. The profiles focus on

students who received assistance in the 2002–03

academic year, the most recent year for which data

was available when this research was conducted.

They contain information about the students, 

their education and their financial situation. Table 5

lists the kinds of information covered in the profiles. 

The profiles cover all students who received 

financial assistance in 2002–03. This includes both

full-time and part-time students, in undergraduate

and graduate programs. Students could be attending

public or private institutions in Manitoba or outside

the province. 

11

3. Profiles of Student 
Beneficiaries

Student • Number of students in each group, and each group as a percentage of all aid recipients in year

• Gender distribution and average age

• Distribution of financial status—dependent/independent of parental support

• Distribution by type of accommodation (living with parents or not)

• Location of institution (in Manitoba or outside Manitoba)

• Distribution of marital status (single, married, single parent)

• Distribution of number of dependants

• Distribution of type of institution and credential

• Distribution of year of post-secondary education*

• Distribution of study period duration

• Distribution of program length and year in program*

• Distribution of course load

• Total assessed expenses for year (average and range)

• Total financial resources for year (average and range)

• Assessed need for year (average and range)

• Total assistance received in year (average and range)

• Distribution of type of assistance (loans vs. grants)

• Total amount of loans (Canada and Manitoba) received in year (average and range)

• Total amount of grants received in year (average and range)

• Unmet need per week of study (average, range and distribution)

• Distribution of Foundation and Manitoba bursaries

• Foundation bursary and Manitoba bursary for year (average and range)

• Foundation bursary and Manitoba bursary for previous years (average and range)

• Total student loan debt to date before loan remission (average and range)

• Total student loan debt to date after loan remission (average and range)

Table 5 — Information in the Profiles

Education 
(for which aid 
was applied)

Financial

* Program Year is different from year of study. Program year is the year in the current program, not the year in the student’s entire 
post-secondary education, which could include prior programs.



The following profiles were created for the 2002–03

academic year, comparing subgroups of students

according to various characteristics:

• Loan remission recipients versus non-recipients:

All loan remission recipients (students who

received the Foundation or Manitoba bursary, or

both, in 2002–03) are compared with students who

received neither bursary, as well as all student aid

recipients for the year.

• Foundation and Manitoba bursary recipients:

Foundation bursary recipients are compared to

Manitoba bursary recipients and all students who

received one or both of these bursaries.

• Financial status: Student aid recipients are divided

into three groups:

• Dependent on parental support: Students in

this group are single with no dependants.

Because they are classified as dependent on

parental support, parental support enters into

the calculation of these students’ resources for

student aid purposes. 

• Independent of parental support, no children:

These students are independent of parental

support for student aid purposes and have 

no dependent children. Some students in 

this group are single; others are married with 

no children.

• Independent of parental support, with children:

These students, both single and married, are

independent of parental support for student aid

purposes and have dependent children.

• Marital status: Three groups are compared: single

students with no dependent children, married

students (with or without dependent children) and

single custodial parents of dependent children.

• Credential sought: Student aid recipients are

grouped according to the credential they were

working toward in 2002–03: either a certificate/

diploma (one- or two-year programs), a bachelor’s

degree (usually three or four years long), or a 

graduate credential (any program above the

baccalaureate level, including master’s and Ph.D.

programs, as well as graduate certificate and

diploma programs).

• Type of institution attended: Institutions include

both those in Manitoba and those outside the

province that were attended by recipients of

Manitoba student aid. Educational institutions

have been grouped as follows:

• Private institutions, including private colleges

and degree-granting universities. Most Manitoba

student aid recipients in private institutions were

working toward certificates, but some were

enrolled in diploma programs, undergraduate

degree programs and graduate programs.

• Colleges, including all public colleges and public

vocational institutions. Most student aid recipi-

ents in this group were enrolled in diploma

programs. About one-quarter were in certificate

programs. The rest were in undergraduate

degree programs.

• Universities, including all public universities

attended by Manitoba aid recipients. Almost 

all aid recipients at universities attended 

undergraduate degree programs, but there 

were also a few in certificate, diploma and 

graduate programs.

The detailed profiles are available in Appendix B. 

An overview follows.
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When we conducted this research, four academic

years had passed since the inception of the

Foundation bursary in Manitoba. Three years had

passed since the introduction of the Manitoba

bursary. Manitoba had no loan remission program

prior to the 1999–2000 academic year. Hence,

students who received either type of bursary can be

considered beneficiaries of the implementation of

the loan remissions program that began with the

Foundation bursary. 

Figure 4 shows the number, and percentage, of

loan remission recipients out of all students who

received any financial aid that year, including full-time

and part-time students. In the first year, 1999–2000,

3,504 students received Foundation bursaries. The

following year, 4,830 students received a Foundation

or Manitoba bursary, or both. By 2002–03, 

5,636 beneficiaries received either or both bursaries.

As a percentage of all students who received some 

financial assistance, loan remission recipients grew

from 33% in 1999–2000, to 57% in 2002–03.

Figure 5 shows the impact of the Foundation and

Manitoba bursaries on the average accumulated debt

by all student aid recipients7. This graph shows the

average student loan debt of all students who

received assistance in the year, whether or not they

received loan remission bursaries. Although average

total student debt increased slightly over the four

years, the average debt after remission declined. This

trend is due to the accumulation of loan remission

over the four years by students who received loan

remission bursaries more than once.
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Figure 4 — Number of Recipients of Loan Remission Bursaries since 1999–2000
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Note: The Manitoba bursary began in 2000–01.

7. The total accumulated debt reported includes only Canada and Manitoba Student Loans. It does not include any private debt, or any debt associated
with a part-time Canada Student Loan. The part-time CSL is not included in accumulated debt because it is not a subsidized student loan. The
maximum amount a student can owe for a part-time CSL is $4,000 and students are required to make interest payments on the loan while in school.

Overview of Impact on Student Debt in Manitoba



Figure 6 shows the impact of the Foundation 

and Manitoba bursaries on the accumulated debt of

loan remission recipients, in contrast to that of non-

recipients. Loan remission recipients had more debt

than non-recipients, even after loan remissions were

applied, but the bursaries had considerably reduced

their debt. Since many students received loan 

remissions for each year that they received student

assistance, the impact of the bursaries has grown

over time. In 1999–2000, the average benefit in terms

of loan reduction was $3,085, while by 2002–03 the

accumulated benefit had grown to $5,224.
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Note: Recipients of loan remission are students who received either a Foundation or a Manitoba bursary that year. Non-recipients received
neither bursary that year, but may have received one in another year.
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Figure 6 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission for Recipients of Foundation and Manitoba Bursaries 
       since 1999–2000
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Figure 5 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission for All Recipients of Student Financial Assistance Since 1999–2000

Note: The Manitoba bursary began in 2000–01.



The first profile compares students who received

loan remissions in 2002–03 with students who did not

receive any loan remission that year. As a reference,

we have also provided information about all students

who received financial assistance in 2002–03. The

complete profile, including the demographic, edu-

cational and financial information of each group 

is presented in Appendix B. This section highlights

the main differences between the groups.

Loan remission recipients are those students 

who received either Foundation bursaries, Manitoba

bursaries or both. In 2002–03, a student’s assessed need

had to exceed $4,500 for that student to be eligible for a

Foundation bursary. A student’s net loan had to exceed

$4,160 to qualify the student for a Manitoba bursary.

A total of 9,927 Manitoba students received some

form of financial assistance in 2002–03. Among these

students, 57% received Foundation or Manitoba

bursaries, or both. Loan remission recipients were

somewhat more likely than non-recipients to be

independent of their parents. They were more likely

to live on their own and have dependent children.

Loan remission recipients were more likely than

non-recipients to be attending university and

working toward a bachelor’s degree. They were also

more likely to be in their fifth or higher year of 

post-secondary studies and to be enrolled in

programs with a study year of 34 weeks or longer.

Recipients were less likely than non-recipients to be

enrolled in one-year programs, and were more likely

to be in programs that last four years or longer.

Recipients were less likely than non-recipients to be

in the first year of their program.

Loan remission recipients had higher assessed

expenses and lower resources than did non-recipients.

As a result, recipients obtained considerably larger

loans and grants, on average, than those awarded to

non-recipients. Recipients were also more likely than

non-recipients to secure grants.

Figure 7 shows the two groups’ debt before and

after accumulated loan remission. Loan remission

recipients had accumulated an average debt of

$17,102 before remission, but the bursaries reduced

this to $11,858. Loan remission recipients still had

higher levels of debt, on average. Some non-recipients

had in fact received bursaries in prior years, and had

therefore benefited from the loan remission program

too. For those who had received some loan remission

in previous years, the average amount was $3,827 

for current-year non-recipients, compared to $4,805

for recipients.
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Loan Remission Recipients

Figure 7 — Debt Before and After Applying Loan Remission in 2002–03
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Number of Students: 4,291 non-recipients, 5,636 loan remission recipients and 9,927 all student aid recipients. Non-recipients of loan remission did
not receive a loan remission bursary in the current year, but could have received one in a previous year.



The second profile compares recipients of the

Foundation bursary with recipients of the Manitoba

bursary. In 2002–03, 3,345 students received the

Foundation bursary and 3,190 received the Manitoba

bursary. These groups were not mutually exclusive;

899 students received both bursaries. The two groups

were similar in age and other demographic character-

istics. However, more Foundation bursary recipients

than Manitoba bursary recipients were independent

of parental support and lived on their own.

The two groups differed in a number of education

characteristics. Many of these differences are a

consequence of eligibility criteria. A student must

complete one year of post-secondary studies before

becoming eligible for a Foundation bursary. Hence,

no Foundation bursary recipients were in their first

year of studies, whereas over one-third of Manitoba

bursary recipients were. One the other hand, more

Foundation bursary recipients were in their fifth year

of studies or beyond. Foundation bursary recipients

were more likely to be in programs that were at least

four years in length, while Manitoba bursary recipi-

ents were more likely to be in one-year programs.

Manitoba bursary recipients were much more likely

to be in the first year of their program. Foundation

bursary recipients were more likely than Manitoba

bursary recipients to be attending a university and

seeking a bachelor’s degree.

Foundation and Manitoba bursary recipients also

have different financial situations. Compared to

Manitoba bursary recipients, Foundation bursary

recipients had higher need, and hence larger average

awards. This would be expected given that only

students with high need are eligible for a Foundation

bursary, whereas eligibility for the Manitoba bursary

is based on a net loan threshold, which is lower than

the need threshold for that year. 

Although the profile compares two overlapping

groups, there are really three mutually exclusive

groups. Students who received both bursaries consti-

tute the third group. Students who had received only

the Manitoba bursary had larger Manitoba bursaries,

on average, than those of students who also received

a Foundation bursary (see Table 6). Students who had

received only the Foundation bursary had larger

Foundation bursaries, on average, than those of

students who also received a Manitoba bursary.

Students who received only Foundation bursaries

had the highest total amount of loan remission;

students who received only the Manitoba bursary

had the lowest total. Those who received both

bursaries fell just above the latter group. The three

groups showed similar patterns in the loan remission

they had accumulated over previous years.

The three groups differed considerably in the

amount of debt they would have accumulated were it
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Bursary Received

Manitoba Only

Foundation Only

Both Bursaries

Number of
Recipients 

2,291

2,446

899

Manitoba
Bursary

$2,467

$0

$374

Foundation
Bursary

$0

$4,150

$2,271

Total
Bursaries

$2,467

$4,150

$2,645

Total Prior Loan
Remission

$702

$3,287

$1,930

Table 6 — Amount of Loan Remission by Type of Bursary Received in 2002–03

Amounts in Current Year

Foundation and Manitoba Bursary Recipients



not for the loan remission. Since Foundation bursary

recipients had already completed at least one year 

of studies, they had had more time to accumulate

debt, on average. However, since they had also 

accumulated more loan remission, the actual 

differences in debt are smaller. Figure 8 shows the

student loan debt of four groups of students. The

group who had received only Foundation bursaries

had the highest level of debt prior to applying the

loan remission. This group had also received the

greatest amount of loan remissions, reducing their

debt by an average of $7,434.

Financial Status
Financial status refers to whether or not parents 

are expected to contribute to their child’s support

when considering eligibility for student financial

assistance. Students are considered independent of

their parents if they have been out of high school for

at least four years, have worked for two years, have

been married or have dependent children. For the

purposes of this profile, we divided independent stu-

dents into two groups, depending on whether or not

they had dependent children. This profile therefore

compares three groups of students: dependent

students, independent students with children and

independent students without children. 

Just over half of all financial aid recipients 

in 2002–03 were classified as independent and had

no dependent children. Almost one-third were

dependent on parental support; the rest were inde-

pendent with children. Although 60% of all financial

aid recipients were female, 78% of those who were

independent with children were female. Financial

status was also related to age. Those dependent on

parental support were younger, on average, while

those independent of parental support with children

had the highest average age. Dependent students

were less likely to be living on their own.

Students with children were more likely than other

students to attend college and were less likely to attend

university. Students with children were also more

likely than other students to be in one-year programs,

and to be seeking a certificate. Dependent students

were more likely to be seeking a bachelor’s degree.

There were a number of financial differences

between the groups. Students with children had 

the highest average assessed need and received the

largest average grants and loans. They were also
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Figure 8 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission by Type of Bursary Received in 2002–03
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year but could have received a bursary in a previous year.



much more likely than students without children to

receive grants. Despite these larger awards, they 

were also more likely to have unmet need. Over half

of students with dependants had some unmet need,

including 30% with unmet need of over $100 per

week of study. 

Independent students were more likely than

dependent students to get Foundation bursaries,

whereas dependent students were somewhat more

likely than independent students to receive Manitoba

bursaries. Independent students with children who

received bursaries tended to receive larger amounts

than did the other groups, while dependent students

tended to receive the lowest bursaries. This pattern

also occurred with loan remissions accumulated in

previous years. 

Figure 9 portrays the debt of the three groups 

of students, both before and after applying loan

remissions. Independent students with no children

had the highest level of debt both before and after

loan remission, while dependent students had the

lowest debt. Independent students benefited the

most from loan remissions, with those with children

benefiting more than those without children.

Marital Status
In this profile, we classified student aid recipients

according to their marital status and whether or not

they have dependent children. Single students are

those who have no dependent children. Single

parents are custodial parents. Married students may

or may not have dependent children. 

Just over three-quarters of all student aid recipients

in 2002–03 were single. Single recipients were younger

than those who were married or were single parents.

Almost two-thirds of single recipients were independ-

ent of parental support, while all married students and

single parents were independent by definition.

Single students were somewhat more likely than

others to be attending a university, while married

students and single parents were more likely to be at

a college or private institution. This difference is

reflected in students’ anticipated credential. Single

recipients were more likely than others to be working

toward bachelor’s degrees, while married students

and single parents were more likely than single

students to be working toward certificates. Single

students were more likely than others to be in

programs of three years or longer. Married students

were more likely than others to take full course loads.
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Figure 9 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission by Financial Status in 2002–03
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There were a number of financial differences

among the three groups. Single parents had the

highest assessed need; single recipients had the

lowest. Single parents tended to receive the largest

awards. However, single parents were also more likely

than other recipients to have unmet need, and were

more likely to have unmet need of over $100 per week

of study.

Single parents were more likely to receive some

loan remission in the 2002–03 year—in particular,

they were more likely to receive Foundation

bursaries. Single parents who received loan remis-

sion also received greater amounts of it, on average.

Single parents had also accumulated more loan

remission over previous years than had those in the

other two groups.

Student loan debt, before and after loan 

remission, is displayed in Figure 10. Before applying

loan remission, debt was highest for single parents

and lowest for single students. After applying loan

remission, however, the three groups had similar

amounts of debt.

Figure 11 compares single parents with married

students, with and without children. Single parents

had the highest level of debt before remission and

benefited the most from remission. Married students

with children had less debt before remission than did

married students with no children. They also bene-

fited more from remission. Married students with no

children had slightly higher levels of debt than did

single students with no children (shown in Figure 10).

Credential Sought
Overall, about two-thirds of student aid recipients

were seeking bachelor’s degrees. Almost one-third

were seeking certificates or diplomas; the remaining

students were enrolled in graduate programs.

Compared to graduate students and those seeking

certificates or diplomas, those seeking bachelor’s

degrees were younger, more likely to be dependent

on parental support and more likely to live with their

parents. Students seeking bachelor’s degrees were

also more likely to be single and have no children.

Most students in undergraduate degree programs

or graduate programs were attending universities.

Those in certificate or diploma programs were much

more likely to be in colleges or private institutions. Half

of the students in certificate and diploma programs

were in their first year of post-secondary studies. Just

over one-third of students in bachelor’s degree

programs were in their fifth year of post-secondary

studies or beyond. Almost all graduate students had

reached their fifth year of post-secondary studies.

Most certificate and diploma programs were one

or two years long, while most baccalaureate

programs were at least three years long. Graduate

programs varied in length, with about 60% being 

two years long. Certificate and diploma students

were more likely than other students to be in the first

year of their program. Students in baccalaureate

programs were much less likely to be taking a full

course load than were students in other programs.
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Figure 10 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission by Marital Status in 2002–03
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Graduate students had higher assessed need and

therefore received higher awards, on average, than

did students in undergraduate programs, but the

differences between the groups were small. 

Because graduate students and students in their

first year of post-secondary studies are not eligible 

for Foundation bursaries, only 20% of certificate and

diploma students and 42% of bachelor’s degree

students received Foundation bursaries. These

restrictions do not apply to the Manitoba bursary.

Hence, graduate students were more likely than

others to receive Manitoba bursaries, while students

in bachelor’s degree programs were least likely to 

do so. When both types of loan remission are 

considered, the groups were similar in their likelihood

of obtaining loan remission as well as their average

amount of loan remission.

The groups differed considerably in accumulated

debt, both before and after remission. Figure 12 

illustrates these differences. Graduate students had

the largest accumulated student loan debt, while

those in certificate and diploma programs had the

smallest accumulated debt. These differences can 

be expected, given the varying amounts of time these

groups had likely spent in post-secondary studies.

Loan remission bursaries benefited graduate

students the most, and certificate and diploma

students the least. None the less, large differences in

accumulated debt still remained among the groups.
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Figure 11 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission for Married and Single Parents in 2002–03
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Figure 12 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission by Credential Sought in 2002–03
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About two-thirds of student aid recipients attended

public universities, while 20% attended public

colleges. The rest attended private institutions. These

figures include students in Manitoba as well as those

who attended institutions outside the province while

receiving Manitoba student aid. University students

were somewhat more likely than other students to

depend on parental support, live with parents, be

single and have no children.

Two-thirds of those attending private institutions

were seeking certificates, while a similar portion of

college students were seeking diplomas. Most univer-

sity students were seeking bachelor’s degrees. Over

half of those attending private institutions were in

their first year of post-secondary studies, compared

to 39% of college students and 19% of university

students. Students attending private institutions

tended to be in one-year programs, while college

students were concentrated in two-year programs.

Most university students were in programs with a

duration of three years or more. Most students

attending colleges or private institutions were taking

full course loads, compared to only 44% of university

students. 

Students attending private institutions had the

highest assessed need and received the largest award

amounts. Students attending colleges had the lowest

need and thus received the smallest awards, on

average. Only one-third of college students had any

unmet need, compared to 43% of university students

and 55% of students attending private institutions.

Among those with unmet need, students at private

institutions had the highest average unmet need per

week of study. Those at colleges had the lowest

average unmet need.

Students in the three groups differed noticeably in

terms of their likelihood of receiving Foundation

bursaries, but not in their chances of obtaining

Manitoba bursaries. Students at private institutions

were more likely than those in public institutions to

be in their first year of studies and therefore ineligible

for Foundation bursaries. This criteria does not apply

to the Manitoba bursary.

Among those who received Foundation bursaries,

the average bursary amount was similar for the three

groups. However, the average Manitoba bursary

differed considerably across the three groups, with

those at private institutions receiving the largest

amounts and those at universities receiving the

smallest amounts. In the end, while a greater

percentage of university students received bursaries,

the average total bursary received was similar for the

three groups. University students had accumulated

somewhat more loan remission in prior years than

had the other two groups.

Figure 13 shows the average accumulated debt for

the three groups, before and after applying loan

remission. University students had the highest debt

level prior to loan remission and benefited the most

from the bursaries, but even after remission their

debt level remained considerably higher than that of

the other two groups.
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Figure 13 — Debt Before and After Loan Remission by Type of Institution 2002–03
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Students who begin a post-secondary program do not

always complete it. Those who do complete their

degree, diploma or certificate often take longer than

the standard number of years. In a seperate study, I

found that five years after entering a university degree

program, only about half had completed a degree,

while 17% were still in school (McElroy, 2005). This is

typical of completion rates reported in other studies.

Both background variables and financial aid

factors have been found to influence persistence. The

findings are not entirely consistent, which may be

due to differences in method.8 Studies have examined

different factors and used different measures of

persistence, such as institutional attrition from one

year to the next, institutional retention until comple-

tion, or system persistence in terms of year-to-year

retention or completion. Nonetheless, some patterns

do emerge. Background factors positively associated

with persistence include academic preparation

(usually measured by average entry grades), parents’

education level and family income.

Persistence can also be influenced by financial aid

factors. Grants, both merit-based and need-based,

have been positively associated with persistence. The

effect of student loans is unclear. Some studies have

found a negative association between student loans

and persistence (Reynolds & Weagley, 2003; Fenske

et. al., 1999), while others have found a positive effect

(Grayson & Grayson, 2003; Cofer & Somers, 2001).

Other research suggests that the impact on persistence

will depend on whether the financial aid meets

students needs (EKOS Research Associates, 2003;

McElroy, 2004). Unmet need may explain some of the

inconsistencies in the effects of student aid. 

Another factor affecting persistence may be the

size of the accumulated debt, rather than the amount

of aid received in a given year. In a study on the

impact of the Foundation bursary in British

Columbia, I found some evidence that lower debt

levels were associated with higher persistence,

although the results were not conclusive (McElroy,

2004). In another study, I examined the persistence of

undergraduate students in degree programs at six

universities in three provinces and found that lower

levels of student loan debt were related to higher

levels of persistence (McElroy, 2005). 

Does the reduced debt associated with a

Foundation or Manitoba bursary increase the likeli-

hood that bursary recipients will continue their

studies? To explore the impact of reduced debt on the

educational persistence of Manitoba financial aid

recipients, we compared two groups of financial aid

recipients. The groups differed mainly in whether or

not they could benefit from the loan remission

bursaries. One group, the Pre-Millennium cohort,

received financial assistance prior to the inception of

the two bursaries. The other group, the Millennium

cohort, attended school during the period when the

bursaries were available. We matched the groups in

terms of variables such as level of assessed need,

program length and credential sought, and we

compared their persistence.
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8. For a review and critique of the research on retention and attrition, see Grayson & Grayson (2003) and McElroy (2005).



Methodology
Our data source, the Manitoba student financial

assistance database, provides a wealth of information

on all students who applied for student financial

assistance in Manitoba, regardless of what institution

they attended. It therefore allows us to examine

system-wide persistence, not just institutional

persistence. Even students who move to institutions

outside Manitoba are included as long as they apply

for assistance. However, the database imposes certain

limits as well. Although it contains demographic and

financial information, it does not contain entry grades

or other information about academic performance. 

Because the same information is collected each

year that a student applies for assistance, it is possible

to conduct retrospective longitudinal analyses. That

is, we can identify a cohort of students who began a

program in a specific year and track their progress

over time. In this study, two cohorts were selected,

one from the Millennium period and one from the

Pre-Millennium period. 

Cohort Selection Criteria

The Pre-Millennium cohort consists of financial aid

recipients who began the first year of a multi-year

program in 1995–96. We tracked their progress for

four years until 1998–99. The Millennium cohort

consisted of financial aid recipients who began the

first year of a multi-year program in 1999–2000 

(the year the Foundation bursary began). We tracked

their progress for four years until 2002–03. Figure 14

depicts the tracking periods for these two groups.

To qualify for either cohort, students had to meet

the following criteria in the first year of their program:

• full-time undergraduate status

• receipt of a Canada Student Loan and Manitoba

assistance (either a Manitoba student loan or an

Access bursary)

• entering the first year of a multi-year program

• no prior student loan debt and no loan remission

received in 1999–2000.

The first two criteria exclude all those ineligible for a

Foundation bursary. The second criterion also

excludes those ineligible for a Manitoba bursary. The

third criterion was necessary so that persistence

beyond the first year could be assessed.

The fourth criterion eliminates all students who

had received student loans in the past. Since this

study aimed to examine the impact of debt and debt

reduction on persistence, it was important that 

the two groups should match in terms of initial 

debt. Eliminating students with prior debt was also

necessary to ensure that all students in the

Millennium cohort would become eligible for loan

remission bursaries at the same time. Since students

cannot receive any Foundation bursary in their first
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Figure 14 — Tracking Periods for the Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts
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year of studies and there was no Manitoba bursary in

1999–2000, no students in the Millennium cohort

received loan remissions until their second year of

studies, or later. 

We assumed that students who were in the first

year of their program and had no prior student loan

debt were in their first year of post-secondary studies.

Ideally, all students with any prior post-secondary

education would be eliminated, but we were unable

to verify this since we did not have the access to 

the prior academic history of students in the 

Pre-Millennium cohort.9

We applied one final criterion in selecting the 

two cohorts. We composed the Millennium cohort

entirely of students who had received loan remission

for at least one year during the tracking period. For

the Pre-Millennium cohort, we selected students who

would have been eligible for loan remission at least

once had they started their program in 1999–2000.

Thus the two groups were matched in terms of level

of assessed need and net loan. We matched these

variables in hopes of determining whether loan

remission bursaries had an effect on persistence. 

To determine whether Pre-Millennium students

would have been eligible for a loan remission

bursary, we used the actual eligibility criteria: their

assessed need had to exceed the need threshold for 

a Foundation bursary, and their net loan for the 

year had to exceed a net loan threshold for the

Manitoba bursary. 

Pre-Millennium students were classified as to 

their potential eligibility for loan remission as if they

had been students during the Millennium period.

The need and net loan thresholds applied to the

Millennium students in 2000–01 (the second year of

tracking) were thus applied to the Pre-Millennium

students in their second year of tracking, 1996–97.

Table 7 shows the thresholds for each year. 

This methodology was used to control for possible

differences between Pre-Millennium and Millennium

students that might affect persistence. The intent was

to make access to loan remission the only difference

between the two cohorts. However, since the

comparison is across two different time periods, it is

possible that there are differences, other than access

to loan remission, that are effecting persistence. To

control for possible differences between the time

periods, two control groups were compared. They

consisted of the students in the Pre-Millennium and

Millennium periods who were never eligible for loan

remissions, but met all other criteria for inclusion 

in the study. Comparing the persistence of the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium controls was

intended to rule out possible differences between the

time periods, other than access to loan remission

bursaries. If there is nothing about the Millennium

period, other than loan remission, that is enhancing

persistence, then there should be no difference in

persistence between the Pre-Millennium and

Millennium controls.
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9. We know from the Millennium cohort that about 10% of students who were in the first year of a program and had no prior debt did receive a Foundation
bursary, which means they had completed at least one year of studies prior to starting the current program. Hence it is likely that a small proportion of
the Pre-Millennium cohort had had some post-secondary education prior to the 1995–96 year.

Table 7 — Thresholds Applied to Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts

Tracking Year

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Pre-Millennium

1995–96

1996–97

1997–98

1998–99

Millennium

1999–2000

2000–01

2001–02

2002–03

Academic Year

Assessed Need

n/a

$5,518

$5,064

$4,500

Net Loan

n/a

$6,000

$5,500

$4,160

Thresholds



Analyses

The cost of education varies according to the length

of the program and the type of credential, among

other factors. We therefore examined all results by

credential and program length. When we combined

these variables, only three combinations had suffi-

cient numbers of students for this analysis: two-year

diploma programs and three- and four-year degree

programs. Within each of these types of program, we

compared Pre-Millennium and Millennium students. 

We tracked progress over four years and made the

following comparisons:

• The proportion of “potential completers”: those who

made it to the final year of any program, whether or

not they changed programs.

• The proportion of “leavers” or potential dropouts:

those who did not make it to the final year of their

program and were not enrolled in the last year of

the tracking period.

• The proportion of “continuers”: those who had not

reached the final program year but were still in

school in the last year of the tracking period.

• The average year of the program reached by the

end of the tracking period.

• The average course load taken while in school

during the tracking period.

• The proportion of students who changed

programs (either the program length, credential

or both) without reaching the final year of the

original program.

• The proportion of students who made it to the

final year of their original program versus those

who reached the final year of new programs.

• The proportion of students who started a second

credential after reaching the final year of their

first program (and thereby possibly earning the

first credential).

We matched students on program length, credential

and loan remission eligibility in order to ensure that

the two groups are as similar as possible in terms of

factors that may affect persistence. Other factors that

cannot be examined in this study could also affect

persistence. But this study’s main purpose is to

examine the effects of loan remission. It is not

intended to be an exhaustive treatment of all factors

that could affect persistence.

Appendix C provides a profile of the two cohorts in

the first year of each tracking period. These profiles

show that the two groups are similar in many

respects, including gender distribution, financial and

marital status, number of dependants and type of

accommodation. The characteristics of their educa-

tion are also similar, including credential sought,

type of institution attended, program length and

course load. 

One important difference between the cohorts is

that the average total need of the Millennium cohort

was $889 more than that of the Pre-Millennium

cohort (in current dollars). Since need is a key 

determinant of the amount of assistance that can 

be awarded, the Millennium cohort received larger

loans, on average, and had more debt, on average, 

at the end of the first year of the tracking period. 

At the end of that first year, the Millennium cohort

owed an average of $696 (in current dollars) more

than did the Pre-Millennium cohort, before applying

loan remissions. 

The profile in Appendix C indicates that the differ-

ence in assessed need is not likely due to higher costs

such as those associated with dependants or more

expensive programs: the two groups have similar

proportions of students with dependants, and

students in the two groups were enrolled in similar

mixes of programs. However, the two cohorts did

begin their programs four years apart. The cost of

education may have increased during this time.

When we control for inflation by converting to 1999

dollars (the first year of the Millennium cohort), 

the difference in assessed need is only $440. Inflation

therefore accounts for much of the difference. The

difference in debt at the end of the first year of the

tracking period was only $293 in 1999 dollars.
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Accumulated Debt
Table 8 shows the average debt accumulated by the

Pre-Millennium and Millennium cohorts. Debt is

shown in both current-year and constant 2002

dollars.10 For the Millennium cohort, the table displays

accumulated debt both before and after remission. 

For both cohorts, the longer the program, the

larger the amount of accumulated debt, whether it is

expressed in current-year dollars or constant 2002

dollars. Prior to loan remission, the Millennium

cohort had accumulated more debt, on average, than

had the Pre-Millennium cohort. After applying loan

remissions, the average accumulated debt of the

Millennium cohort was less than that of the Pre-

Millennium cohort. This difference in final debt

increased with the length of the program. This is to 

be expected, since the longer the program, the more

years there are to accumulate remission. In constant

2002 dollars (the final year for the Millennium

cohort), the average advantage of loan remissions 

for the Millennium cohort was $2,131 for those in

two-year diploma programs and $7,074 for those in

four-year degree programs.

The fact that the Millennium cohort had accumu-

lated more debt (before remission) by the end of 

the tracking period could be simply the result of

spending more time in school. A standardized

measure of debt is needed to compare the debt of

groups with different rates of persistence. For this

research, we standardized debt by dividing total debt

(before remission) by the number of full-time equiv-

alent (FTE) years in school. The result is the debt per 

full-time year of school completed. This eliminates

any difference in debt due to differences in amount

of time spent in school. Table 9 displays these results,

in both current and constant 2002 dollars. 

Two-year diploma students in the Millennium

cohort accumulated $1,105 more in debt per FTE

year completed (in current year dollars) than did

their counterparts in the Pre-Millennium cohort.

However, for degree programs, the difference was less

than $500 per FTE year completed. A very different

pattern emerged when constant 2002 dollars were

considered. For two-year diploma programs, the

difference between Millennium and Pre-Millennium

cohorts was only $407 in 2002 dollars, while for

degree programs the difference was reversed. That is,

the Pre-Millennium cohort had accumulated more

debt (before remission) per FTE year completed than

had the Millennium cohort when inflation is taken

into account.
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Table 8 — Accumulated Debt for Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts

Pre-Millennium total debt

Millennium before remission

Millennium after remission

Difference between Pre-Millennium 
and Millennium after remission

Number of students: Millennium cohort: 259 in two-year diploma programs; 412 in three-year degree programs; 293 in four-year degree
programs. Pre-Millennium cohort: 323 in two-year diploma programs; 469 in three-year degree programs; 466 in four-year degree programs.

Current Year $

2 Year

15 731 $

17 514 $

13 600 $

2 131 $

3 Year

21 063 $

23 112 $

17 548 $

3 515 $

4 Year

25 306 $

25 910 $

18 232 $

7 074 $

Diploma Degree

2 Year

14 357 $

17 514 $

13 600 $

757 $

3 Year

19 222 $

23 112 $

17 548 $

1 674 $

4 Year

23 094 $

25 910 $

18 232 $

4 862 $

Diploma Degree

Constant 2002 $

10. The final year in each tracking period, the last year debt could be accumulated, was used as the “current” year. 



Persistence
Leavers, Continuers and Potential Completers

There are many ways to measure persistence. Since

the student aid database has no information on

credits completed and credentials earned, we cannot

know whether a student actually earned a degree or

diploma. To capture differences in the amount of

progress made, we classified students into the 

following three groups:

• Potential completers: students who reached the

final year of their program during the tracking

period.

• Continuers: students who did not reach the final

program year but were in school in the last year of

the tracking period.

• Leavers: students who did not reach the final

program year and were not in school in the last

year of the tracking period. (Some of these

students may return to complete the program.)

Figure 15 shows the percentage of students in the

Pre-Millennium and Millennium cohorts who were

leavers, continuers or potential completers. The

Millennium cohort persisted better than did the Pre-

Millennium cohort. Millennium students were less

likely to be leavers. They were more likely to have

reached their final program year or to be continuing

their program. This was true for students who

entered two-year diploma programs as well as those

in three- and four-year degree programs. Millennium

and Pre-Millennium cohorts showed the same effect

of program length; students in two-year diploma

programs were much more likely than students in

longer degree programs to have reached the final

year of the program, and were less likely to be leavers.

Another way of comparing the progress of the two

cohorts is to look at the leavers, which includes

everyone who was not a potential completer or a

continuer. Hence, the lower the proportion of leavers

in a group, the higher the level of persistence for that

group. In two-year diploma programs, the proportion

of Millennium students who were leavers is 10% lower

than the corresponding figure among Pre-Millennium

students. In degree programs the difference between

Millennium and Pre-Millennium students was 11%.

(These differences were statistically significant at the

1% level.)

Leavers generally outnumbered continuers. There

were few continuers in two-year diploma programs.

Higher proportions of continuers were found in

three- and four-year degree programs than in 

two-year diploma programs. This suggests that the

number of completers in three- and four-year degree

programs will increase as continuers eventually

reach their final program year.

These findings are consistent with those of a 

previous study in which I examined the persistence

of undergraduate students in degree programs at 

six universities in three provinces (McElroy 2005).11

In that study, I found a considerable increase in 

the proportion of students who completed degree

programs in five years compared to those who had
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11. The study included both students who received financial assistance and those who did not.

Table 9 — Debt (Before Remission) Per FTE Year Completed

Pre-Millennium total debt

Millennium before remission

Pre-Millennium and Millennium Difference

See Table 8 for the numbers of students in each group.

Current Year $

2 Year

$7,981

$8,388

$-407

3 Year

$9,046

$8,464

$582

4 Year

$9,018

$8,723

$295

Diploma Degree

2 Year

$7,283

$8,388

$-1,105

3 Year

$8,256

$8,464

$-208

4 Year

$8,230

$8,723

$-493

Diploma Degree

Constant 2002 $



completed in four years. Among students in three-year

programs, 37% had graduated by the end of the

fourth year, while 51% had graduated by the end of

the fifth year. Among students in four-year programs,

25% had graduated by the end of the fourth year,

growing to 52% by the end of the fifth year.

Program Year Reached

One way to capture all three measures of persistence

(leaving, continuing in school and reaching the final

year), is to determine the program year that the

student reached during the tracking period. This

information is displayed in Figure 16. The program
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See Table 8 for the numbers of students in each group as defined by cohort and original program.

Figure 15 — Persistence Measures for the Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts by Original Program Length 
and Credential
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Figure 16 — Program Year Reached During Tracking Period

3.2

2.7
2.8

2.3

See Table 8 for the numbers of students in each group as defined by cohort and original program.



year reached increased with the length of the program,

as would be expected. Nonetheless, students in the

Millennium cohort reached a higher year in the

program, on average, than did students in the 

Pre-Millennium cohort. The difference is equivalent

to four months (about half of a year of study) for

those who started in three- or four-year degree

programs, and to one month for those who started in

two-year diploma programs. For each program, the

average program year reached by the Millennium

group was significantly more advanced than the year

reached by the Pre-Millennium group, at the 1% level.

Starting a Second Credential

After reaching the final year of a program and possi-

bly earning a degree or diploma, some students

began a second program during the tracking period.

Figure 17 shows the percentage of students who

began a second program out of all those in the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium cohorts who reached

the final year of their first program. Since the tracking

period lasted only four years, it is not surprising that

few students who started in four-year degree

programs began a second credential. More students

from three-year degree programs began second

credentials than did students from two-year diploma

programs. Regardless of their original program, more

Millennium than the Pre-Millennium students began

second credentials. The difference between the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium cohorts was signifi-

cant at the 5% level for degree programs, but only at

the 10% level for two-year diploma programs.

Exploring Possible Reasons
for Differences in Persistence 
The better progress of the Millennium cohort could

be due to heavier course loads, more time at school

or both.12 Another possibility is that more Millennium

students changed to shorter programs after the first

year, making it easier to reach the final year of 

their program. Unmet need could also explain 

differences in persistence. Each of these possibilities

was examined.

Course Loads

To be included in a cohort, students had to be

enrolled full-time during the first year of the tracking

period. However, 60% of a full-time course load is

considered full-time for the purposes of student

financial aid. Students can change course loads 

from year to year, but they need only take 60% of a

full-time course load to be eligible for assistance. 
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12. Course loads are not equivalent to credits earned. A student may not earn credits for each course taken. From the financial aid database there is no way
to know how many credits were earned. Even if information on credits earned was available, other research (McElroy, 2005) has shown that students
who have had a full course load and earned credits for all courses taken may not have earned the credential because the credits may not all count toward
the credential.

2 Year Diploma 3 Year Degree 4 Year Degree

20%

15%

10%

25%

5%

0%

12%

8%

Pre-Millennium
Millennium

Figure 17 — Percentage Who Began a Second Credential After Reaching the Final Year of the First Program

9%

20%

5%

14%

Percentage is based on number in group who reached the final year of a first credential. Millennium Cohort: 210 in two-year programs; 224 in
three-year programs; 155 in four-year programs. Pre-Millennium Cohort: 237 in two-year programs; 226 in three-year programs; 216 in four-
year programs. 



We calculated the average load each student had

taken over the tracking period. The averages for 

each cohort are shown in Table 10. There was no

systematic difference between the Millennium and

Pre-Millennium cohorts in average course loads

taken over the tracking period, or in the distribution

of course loads. The difference in progress therefore

cannot be attributed to course loads.

Time Spent in School

Figure 18 compares the Millennium and Pre-

Millennium cohorts on the total number of years

spent in school during the tracking period. The

average number of years spent in school is greater

than the program year reached (shown in Figure 16,

above). This could be due to students changing

programs or taking more than one calendar year to

complete one program year. 

The Millennium cohort spent significantly more

time (at the 1% level) in school during the tracking

period than did the Pre-Millennium cohort. Depending

on the program, the Millennium cohort spent two to

four months longer in school.

Changing Programs

It is common practice for students to change

programs. Students can change their major subject

area, or even the credential they are seeking, without

completing the first program they entered. Changing

programs can affect how long it takes a student to

graduate. Students who change to shorter programs

may need less time to reach their final year than they

would have needed for their original program. But 

if a student changes to a longer program, the time

needed to reach the final program year will increase.

And some of the credits already earned may not
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Table 10 — Average Course Load Over the Tracking Period

Cohort

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

2 Year

99%

98%

Diploma

3 Year

85%

88%

4 Year

92%

90%

Degree

Original Program

See Table 8 for the numbers of students in each group.

2 Year Diploma 3 Year Degree 4 Year Degree

2.0

1.5

1.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

0.5
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2.2
2.0

Pre-Millennium
Millennium

Figure 18 — Number of Years Spent in School During Tracking Period

3.4
3.2 3.1

2.8

See Table 8 for the numbers of students in each group.



count toward the new program. So changing programs

can slow down progress. 

For this study, we had information about program

length as well as credential sought. Figure 19 shows

the percentage of students in the Millennium and

Pre-Millennium cohorts who changed to programs

with a different credential, program length or both

without reaching the final year of their original

program. These figures include students whose new

program is in Manitoba or outside the province.

Students who started in three-year degree

programs were more likely than other students to

change programs. For both three- and four-year

degree programs, students in the Millennium cohort

were more likely than students in the Pre-Millennium

cohort to change programs. Few two-year diploma

students in either cohort changed programs.

The persistence results (presented in Figure 15)

include students who changed programs as well as

those who did not. Figure 20 sorts the potential

completers according to whether they reached the

final year of their original program or that of a new

program.13 Among students in two-year diploma

programs, a greater percentage of Millennium students

than Pre-Millennium students reached the final year of

their original program. (Recall that few students in 

two-year diploma programs in either cohort changed

to a new program.) Of those who were originally

enrolled in three- and four-year degree programs,

more Millennium than Pre-Millennium students

reached the final year of their new program. More

Millennium than Pre-Millennium students reached

the final year of their original four-year program, but

this was not the case for three-year programs.

Since students in the Millennium cohort were

more likely to change programs, can their higher

persistence be attributed to changing to new, shorter

programs? Table 11 shows the percentage of students

who changed programs by the type of change in

program length. It shows that students who changed

programs in the Millennium cohort were in fact more

likely to change to longer programs. The Pre-

Millennium cohort therefore had the advantage in

terms of program length.
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13. Some students changed programs more than once, and some even returned to their original programs. Potential completer status was always based on
the last program in which the student was enrolled.

2 Year Diploma 3 Year Degree 4 Year Degree
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Figure 19 — Percentage Who Changed Before Finishing Original Program

31%

59%

23%

44%

See Table 8 for number of students in each group.



Did the Millennium cohort have higher rates of

potential completion, regardless of whether students

changed to shorter or longer programs? Since few

two-year diploma students changed programs, we

answered this question by looking only at those who

began three- or four-year degrees before changing

programs. Figure 21 shows how long students took to

reach the final year of the new program, depending

on whether it was longer, shorter or the same length

as the original program. Students who had changed

to longer programs were less likely to reach their final

year in the tracking period than were those who 

had changed to shorter programs. But, no matter

whether the new program was shorter or longer, the

Millennium cohort had higher rates of potential

completion, although for longer programs the 

difference was small. 
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Figure 20 — Percentage of Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts Who Reached Final Year of Original and 
New Program, by Original Program Length and Credential

Original Program
New Program

Original Program
New Program

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2 Year
Diploma

3 Year Degree

4 Year Degree

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

Note: The original program was the program the student was enrolled in for the first year in the tracking period, defined by credential and program
length. The new program differed from the original program in either program length, credential or both. See Table 8 for the number of
students in each group.

Table 11 — Type of Change in Program Length for Students in the Pre-Millennium and Millennium Cohorts Who
Changed Programs

Cohort

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

Original Program

2 Year Diploma

3 Year Degree

4 Year Degree

Number
of Students

26

21

191

218

104

87

Percentages represent the number of students in cohort who started in one program and changed program length, credential or both. Among
those students who changed programs more than once during the tracking period, the “new” program was the last program they started.

Longer

42%

76%

58%

69%

2%

30%

Same

23%

0%

15%

11%

24%

22%

Shorter

35%

24%

27%

20%

74%

48%

Length of New Program



This analysis shows that the better persistence 

of the Millennium cohort had nothing to do with

changing programs. Students in the Millennium

cohort were more likely than those in the Pre-

Millennium cohort to change programs, and of those

who changed, those in the Millennium cohort were

more likely to change to longer programs than were

those in the Pre-Millennium cohort. Both of these

situations would not be expected to improve persist-

ence, yet the Millennium cohort has consistently

better persistence.

Unmet Need and Persistence

Unmet need exists when the amount of total assist-

ance received is less than the assessed need. Since

there are weekly limits on the amount of assistance 

a student can receive, those with higher levels 

of assessed need are more likely to have some unmet

need. There is some evidence of a negative association

between unmet need and persistence (McElroy, 2004).

We compared the Millennium and Pre-Millennium

cohorts to determine whether unmet need could

account for the differences in persistence.
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Figure 21 — Rates of Reaching the Final Year of New Program by Change in Program Length
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Note: Number of students who started in three- or four-year degree programs who changed programs: 305 from Millennium cohort and 
295 from Pre-Millennium cohort. 

Figure 22 — Distribution of Unmet Need by Cohort and Original Program
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See Table 8 for the number of students in each group.



We first determined the amount of unmet need

per week of study for each student in each year of

study. We then averaged this amount over the number

of years spent at school. We classified students 

according to the size of their average unmet need:

zero, less than $25 per week, or $25 and up. Figure 22

shows the distribution of unmet need for the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium cohorts. The

Millennium cohort was somewhat more likely than

the Pre-Millennium cohort to have some unmet need

over the course of the tracking period. 

The fact that the Millennium cohort was more

likely to have unmet need suggests that Millennium

students’ better persistence cannot be attributed to

unmet need. Figure 23 shows this more clearly, by

presenting the percentage of students in each cohort

who reached the final year as a function of their level

of unmet need. There was no relationship between

unmet need and persistence for either cohort.

Completion rates were higher for the Millennium

than the Pre-Millennium cohort, regardless of the

level of unmet need.

Controlling for Changes
Between Time Periods
Changes Over Time

The fact that the two cohorts are four years apart

means that other differences, impossible to control

for, could also have affected persistence. For

instance, if one cohort had a higher entrance average

in the starting year, that cohort would be more

academically prepared and might persist better as a

result. Other factors can change too, such as the

amount and type of assistance available, the cost of

tuition and supplies, and the cost of living. To under-

stand some of the possible changes, we compared

the two time periods in terms of three factors that

could affect persistence: entrance grades, tuition and

student financial assistance. 
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Note: Percentage is based on number in group determined by unmet need, program and cohort, as shown above.

Figure 23 — Rates of Reaching Final Year as a Function of Unmet Need
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University Entrance Grades

The financial aid database does not contain academic

information, so we do not know the average high

school grades of the students in the study cohorts.

But we do know the average entrance grades for the

three universities in Manitoba: Brandon University,

the University of Manitoba and the University of

Winnipeg. Figure 24 shows the average entrance

grades for each university from 1995–96 to 1999–2000.

The figure also shows the averaged entrance grade for

all three universities (unweighted). It is clear from the

graph that there were only small differences between

the three universities and only minor changes over

time. However, only two years are relevant for this

study: 1995–96, the entry year for the Pre-Millennium

cohort, and 1999–2000, the entry year for the

Millennium cohort. There was little difference in

entrance averages between the two years: the average

of the three universities was 77.1% in 1995–96, and

78.5% in 1999–2000.

Another way to look at academic preparation is to

consider the distribution of average entrance grades.

Figure 25 shows the percentage of entering students

who had entrance averages of 75% or higher. This

measure varied much more than the average itself.

Considering only the two relevant years, 1995–96 and

1999–2000, each university shows a different trend.

For the University of Winnipeg there was a slight

increase in the percentage of students with an

entrance average of 75% or higher (from 58% to 61%).

For Brandon University there was as slight decrease

(from 50% to 46%). Entrance averages varied more
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Source: Manitoba Department of Advanced Education and Training
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Figure 24 — Average Entry Grades at Public Universities in Manitoba

Source: Manitoba Department of Advanced Education and Training.
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Figure 25 — Percentage of Students at Manitoba Universities with Entry Grade Averages of 75% or higher 



from year to year for the University of Manitoba,with

an increase from 49% in 1995–96, to 79% in 1999–2000.

Among all three universities, the percentage of

students with entrance averages of 75% or higher

increased from 52% in 1995–96 to 59% in 1999–2000.

The latter finding suggests that more students

entered the University of Manitoba in 1999–2000 who

were well prepared compared to those who entered

in 1995–96. However, at the University of Winnipeg

and Brandon University, the two cohorts showed no

real difference in academic preparation. 

This information is of limited value for this study,

though, since it only refers to students who entered

one of the universities in Manitoba. It doesn’t cover

the entire student population, which also includes

students who attended colleges (where entrance

grades do not apply) or universities outside Manitoba.

In the Pre-Millennium cohort, this data applies to 2%

of students in two-year diploma programs and 80%

of students in three- or four-year degree programs.

For the Millennium cohort these figures are 5% and

80% respectively.

Another caveat is that the entrance averages

include all students who were accepted, whereas this

study only examined the persistence of financial 

aid recipients in two-year diploma programs and 

in three- or four-year degree programs. We have no 

way of knowing how academically prepared these 

specific students were. So, although university

entrance averages provide some context, they do not

provide a useful picture of the academic preparation

of the two cohorts.

Tuition

An exhaustive treatment of tuition costs is impossible

since it would involve too many different institutions,

both public and private, inside and outside of

Manitoba. However, since most students attended

public institutions in Manitoba, it is useful to

examine tuition costs at these institutions during the

time period of the study. Of the Pre-Millennium

cohort, 67% of the students in two-year diploma

programs and 80% of students in three- or four-year

degree programs were at public institutions in

Manitoba. For the Millennium cohort the correspon-

ding figures were 61% and 82% respectively.

Figure 26 shows average university and college

tuition at public institutions in Manitoba during the

two tracking periods. The graph on the left shows

average tuition in current-year dollars, while the
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Source : University tuition: Undergraduate Arts and Science fees, Statistics Canada (1995–96 to 1999–2000), Institutions (2000–01); 
College tuition: Council on Post-Secondary Education and Institutions.
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Figure 26 — Average University and College Tuition at Institutions in Manitoba During the Pre-Millennium 
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graph on the right shows average tuition in 2002

dollars. The two graphs show the same basic pattern.

During the Pre-Millennium period, both university

and college tuition increased each year. During the

Millennium period, tuition in the first year was

higher than tuition in the last year of the Pre-

Millennium period, but tuition was reduced in the

second year (2000–01) and held constant for the next

two years, in terms of current dollars, and declined

slightly in constant 2002 dollars. 

Pre-Millennium students therefore faced increasing

tuition costs each year, whereas Millennium students

initially had higher tuition than any year in the Pre-

Millennium period, but saw a reduction in the

second year and stable costs thereafter. 

Table 12 shows the total amount of tuition over

each four-year period, as well as the average cost per

year in each period. A student who spent four years at

a Manitoba university in the Millennium period paid

about $1,309 more in actual dollars and $521 more in

2002 dollars than a student in the Pre-Millennium

period. In other words, Millennium students paid

$130 more each year (in 2002 dollars) to attend

university than did Pre-Millennium students.

Although these costs are lower for college students,

the pattern is similar. To attend college, Millennium

students paid $123 more each year (in 2002 dollars)

than did Pre-Millennium students. In other words,

Millennium students had higher total costs, but

tuition was stable, while Pre-Millennium students

faced increasing costs. It is not clear how such differ-

ences would affect persistence, if at all.

Student Financial Assistance

During the time period for this study, 1995–96 to

2002–03, the maximum weekly award remained

constant. Students could receive loans up to their

assessed need or $275 per week of study, whichever

was less. Students with dependants could also receive

Canada Study Grants of up to $40 for one or two chil-

dren and up to $60 for three or more children,

depending on their assessed need. This effectively

raised the maximum award for a student with one or

two dependants to $315 per week of study.

Although award maximums have stayed the same,

some of the determinants of assessed need, such as

tuition and living allowances, have changed. Living

allowances include costs for shelter, food, health

care, clothing, transportation and other expenses.

The amount of the allowance varies, depending on

whether a student has dependent children and

whether he or she lives with parents or away from

home. The allowance for single students living at

home increased from $78 in 1995–96 to $90 in

2002–03 (see Figure 27). Married students with a

spouse and one child had the highest allowance,

which increased from $400 in 1995–96 to $468 in

2002–03. As the right side of Figure 27 shows, these

increases basically kept up with inflation so they do

not represent increases in real terms. 

The increases in living allowances, combined with

constant loan maximums, means that students

would have had higher assessed need and would

have been more likely to reach maximums in the

Millennium period than in the Pre-Millennium
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Table 12 — Manitoba University and College Tuition Costs Averaged Over the Four Years in the Pre-Millennium
and Millennium Periods

Period

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

Difference

Pre-Millennium

Millennium

Difference

University

College

Source: University tuition: Undergraduate Arts and Science fees, Statistics Canada (1995–96 to 1999–2000), Institutions (2000–01); 
College tuition: Council on Post-Secondary Education and Institutions.

Four-Year
Average

$3,023 

$3,153 

$130 

$1,253

$1,375

$123

Four-Year
Total

$12,091

$12,612

$521

$5,010

$5,502

$491

Constant 2002$

Four-Year
Average

$2,710

$3,037

$327

$1,124

$1,325

$201

Four-Year
Total

$10,840

$12,149

$1,309

$4,496

$5,300

$804

Current$



period. If a student’s assessed need exceeded the

award maximum, the student would have had unmet

need. Consistent with higher living allowances and

tuition costs, students in the Millennium period had

higher assessed need, on average, in their first year

than did students in the Pre-Millennium period (see

Appendix D). Although the average unmet need for

the two groups was similar, the Millennium group

was somewhat more likely to have some unmet need

(64% vs. 57%) over the course of the tracking period.

If anything, unmet need should have a negative effect

on persistence, but students in the Millennium

cohort were nevertheless more likely to persist than

were students in the Pre-Millennium cohort.

Control Group Comparisons

The two time periods may have differed in other ways

that we were unable to explore. For instance, labour

market conditions could affect students’ decisions

about entering or leaving post-secondary programs.

Our methodology cannot be controlled for such

changes. However, we can compare two other groups

of students as controls for any differences between

the two time periods. 

These “control” groups are composed of students

in the Millennium and Pre-Millennium periods who

were not eligible for a loan remission in any year.

These students had lower levels of need and net loans
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Figure 27 — Living Allowances for Student Financial Assistance

Living Allowances in Current $ Living Allowances in 2002 $

Source: Canada Student Loans Program

Table 13 — Average Need in First Year of Program for Controls and Cohorts in the Millennium
and Pre-Millennium Periods

Program

Two-year diploma

Three-year degree

Four-year degree

Control

$6,161.02

$4,981.94

$7,362.37

Cohort

$9,289.15

$7,356.79

$8,691.44

Millennium Period

Control

$3,091.40

$3,293.92

$3,356.86

Cohort

$7,442.95

$6,645.25

$7,811.86

Pre-Millennium Period

Amounts are in current year dollars, i.e., 1995 dollars for the Pre-Millennium period and 1999 dollars for the Millennium period.



than the students who were eligible for a loan remis-

sion. To illustrate this, Table 13 shows the average

total need in the first year in the program for the 

Pre-Millennium and Millennium study cohorts and

control groups.

In other respects, the control students were held to

the same standards as the cohort students. All of

them were full-time undergraduate students entering

the first year of multi-year programs with no prior

student loan debt. Each of them had received both a

Canada Student Loan and Manitoba assistance in the

first year of the program. The Pre-Millennium

controls began their program in 1995–96, just as the

Pre-Millennium cohort did, and the Millennium

controls began their program in 1999–2000, the same

year the Millennium cohort started.

We are not interested in how the controls’ 

persistence compares to that of the cohorts, but how

the two control groups compare to one another.

Earlier, we showed that the Millennium cohort

persisted better than the Pre-Millennium cohort, but

we do not know whether this was a result of loan

remission bursaries or some other difference between

the two time periods. Since the controls are not eligible

for loan remissions, loan remissions can have had no

effect on their persistence. If the difference between

the cohorts is due to loan remissions, the persistence

of the Millennium controls should be no better than

that of the Pre-Millennium controls. (We are assuming

that students in the control groups would have been

affected by other differences between the two time

periods, such as academic preparation and tuition

costs, just as cohort students were affected.)

Figure 28 shows the persistence results for the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium controls. There is

no consistent difference between the two control

groups in terms of leaving, continuing or reaching

the final program year. In two-year diploma

programs, the Pre-Millennium controls persisted

better. More Pre-Millennium controls reached the

final year and fewer were leavers than in the

Millennium control group. In degree programs, the

Millennium controls had a slight advantage in four-

year programs, but there was no difference between

the Millennium and Pre-Millennium controls in

three-year programs.
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Number of Students: Millennium Controls: 341 in two-year diploma programs; 503 in three-year degree programs; 192 in four-year degree programs.
Pre-Millennium Controls: 212 in two-year diploma programs; 245 in three-year degree programs; 143 in four-year degree programs.

Figure 28 — Persistence Measures for the Pre-Millennium and Millennium Controls by Original Program 
         Length and Credential
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Figure 29 compares the Millennium and Pre-

Millennium controls in terms of the year of the

program reached by each group, on average. There

was no systematic difference between the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium controls in the

program year reached. These findings suggest that

nothing in the Millennium period is enhancing

persistence in general. The Pre-Millennium and

Millennium control groups are very similar, suggest-

ing that the persistence differences between the

Millennium and Pre-Millennium cohorts are due to

loan remission bursaries and not to other differences

between the time periods.

These generally low levels of persistence, however,

reveal a weakness of the control groups. Figure 28

appears to indicate that most controls leave without

completing their program. But we cannot draw 

this conclusion, since the data is based on receipt of

aid, not on enrollment. These students may have 

continued to study without financial assistance.

Given their lower levels of need in the first year (as

shown in Table 13), it is possible that some students

did not apply for aid in subsequent years because

they no longer needed it. Only a minority of students

in the control groups were receiving financial assis-

tance beyond the second year. (This was also the case

in British Columbia: see McElroy, 2004.) 

Nevertheless, the Millennium and Pre-Millennium

controls show that the Millennium and Pre-

Millennium periods were quite similar. Taken

together with the earlier discussion of the changes in

academic preparation, tuition and financial assis-

tance, these results suggest that the Millennium

period per se is not enhancing persistence. This

supports the conclusion that loan remission

bursaries (and the resulting reduced debt load) are

responsible for enhancing persistence of the

Millennium cohort.
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This study found a consistent, positive association

between loan remission and persistence. Compared

to students who were similar in most other respects,

students who received loan remissions even once

during the tracking period (the Millennium cohort)

had higher levels of persistence and lower levels of

accumulated debt than those who never received

loan remissions (the Pre-Millennium cohort). This

impact of loan remission on persistence can be

measured in a number of ways: loan remission 

recipients were significantly less likely to leave school

before finishing; they were also significantly more

likely to stay in school, to reach the final year of their

program, and even to start a second credential. 

Loan remission provided the Millennium cohort

with considerable benefits in terms of reduced debt.

Before applying loan remission, the Millennium

cohort had accumulated more debt than had the

matched Pre-Millennium cohort. After applying loan

remission, the Millennium cohort has less remaining

debt. Compared to that of the Pre-Millennium

cohort, the accumulated debt of the Millennium

cohort, after applying loan remissions, was $756 

(in current dollars) lower for those who began in 

two-year diploma programs and $4,863 (in current

dollars) lower for those who began in four-year degree

programs. When the impact of inflation is removed,

the benefit of loan remissions is even greater.

Our results show that the Millennium students

persisted better precisely because they spent more

time in school rather than for other reasons.

Millennium students did not have heavier course

loads than Pre-Millennium students. Nor did they

change programs to enhance their persistence. In fact,

Millennium students were more likely to change to

longer programs, while Pre-Millennium students were

more likely to change to shorter programs (both of

these changes would give Pre-Millennium students an

edge in terms of persistence). We also ruled out unmet

need as a cause of the persistence differences: The

Millennium cohort had slightly higher levels of unmet

need, which, if anything, would hinder progress.

This study provides additional evidence of a 

negative association between student debt and

persistence. (See also McElroy, 2004 and McElroy,

2005.) Millennium students, who had accumulated

less debt due to loan remissions, progressed further

in their education than did students from the Pre-

Millennium cohort. The simplest explanation for the

negative association between student debt and

persistence is that as debt levels rise, more students

withdraw from school to avoid additional debt.

Although this explanation is consistent with the 

findings of this study, this research is correlational,

and we cannot prove a causal relationship between

reduced debt and persistence.
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Assessed expenses The total amount allowable under assessment (and review) and other

allowable costs.

Assessed need The difference between assessed expenses and assessed resources.

Assessed need is determined for the entire study period or academic year.

Generally, assessed need is the amount used to determine the total

amount of award to which the student is entitled. 
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Glossary

Assessed need per week Assessed need divided by the total number of weeks of study in the

academic year.

Assessed resources The total amount that a student is expected to contribute from income and

assets. This can include parental contributions if the student is dependent

on parental support or spousal contributions if the student is married.

Canada Student Loan (CSL) Financial assistance, funded by the government of Canada, in the 

form of a repayable loan to eligible full-time post-secondary students.

Loans are interest-free for up to six months after a student ceases post-

secondary studies.

Canada Study Grant (CSG) Non-repayable financial assistance, funded by the government of Canada,

under which students with dependent children or other wholly dependent

relatives may receive assistance up to the weekly program maximum.

Debt after remission Debt after remission is the debt before remission minus all Manitoba and

Foundation bursaries received during the student’s post-secondary studies.

Debt before remission Debt before remission is the total accumulated debt due to Canada and

Manitoba Student Loans. It does not include any private debt or any debt

associated with part-time Canada Student Loans. 

Displacement Occurs when the Foundation’s investment in a select jurisdiction dupli-

cates already existing programs. This causes the jurisdiction to realize

cash savings. 

Financial status In order to assess a student’s resources, a student is classified as either

dependent or independent of parental support. Parents of students 

classified as dependent are expected to contribute toward the cost of 

their children’s education. A student is classified as independent if he or

she is married, has a child, has spent at least two years in the workforce or

has left high school more than four years before the study period. All other

students are classified as dependent.

Foundation bursary (FB) Loan remission from the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation for

eligible applicants with more than 34 weeks and less than 129 weeks of

previous post-secondary study. (Graduate students are not eligible.)
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Loan remission Bursaries paid directly to financial institutions to reduce a student’s debt.

This is in contrast to up-front grants provided directly to students, which

is how the Foundation bursary is awarded in some provinces. The total

amount of financial assistance a student is awarded is not affected by the

method of disbursement.

Manitoba bursary (MB) Loan remission funded by the government of Manitoba, provided to

undergraduate and graduate students with a net loan for the year above a

specified threshold. The Manitoba bursary is not available to students

studying outside of Canada.

Manitoba Student Loan (MSL) Financial assistance, funded by the government of Manitoba, in the form

of a repayable loan to eligible full-time post-secondary students. Loans

are interest-free for up to twelve months after a student ceases post-

secondary studies.

Net loan threshold This is the threshold for eligibility for a Manitoba bursary. A student’s

“net” loan is determined by subtracting any Foundation bursary and any

discretionary loans from the student’s total loans for that year. If the

difference is above a net loan threshold and the student meets all other

eligibility criteria, he or she will receive a Manitoba bursary to reduce his

or her loan for that year. The minimum MB that a student can receive is

$100. Students can receive up to the maximum amount of MSL received

that year.

Need threshold and High need This is the threshold for eligibility for a Foundation bursary. The threshold

is based on assessed need and varies from year to year. To be eligible for a

Foundation bursary a student’s assessed need must exceed the need

threshold. Students above the need threshold are considered to have a

“high need.” Students can receive the difference between the threshold

and the student’s assessed need as a Foundation bursary. If this difference

is less than the award minimum, then the student does not receive a

Foundation bursary. If the difference is greater than the maximum, the

student receives the maximum.

Unmet need Since financial aid awards are subject to a cap, students may receive less

aid than they need, as determined by their assessed need. For the

purposes of this research, unmet need is the difference between the

student’s assessed need and the total amount of assistance received, if the

total award was less than the assessed need.

Unmet need per week of study Since programs vary in the number of weeks of study per year, unmet

need was standardized based on the number of weeks, to give the amount

of unmet need per week of study.

Year of Post-Secondary

Education and Year of Program

Year of post-secondary education may be different than program year, as

students may be in their second or third program. For example, a student

could be in his or her first year of a four-year bachelor’s degree program,

after having completed a two-year diploma program. This student would

be in the third year of post-secondary education.



Government-funded student financial assistance in

Manitoba consists of the following programs:

• Canada Student Loans (CSL) and Manitoba Student

Loans (MSL), which provided $63.7 million to over

10,000 students in 2002–03.

• The Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation’s

bursaries, which reduce student loan debt for

students with high assessed need. To be eligible 

for Foundation bursaries, students must be 

undergraduates who have completed at least one

year of post-secondary studies. The award ranges

in value from $1,000 to $4,500. In 2002–03, 

almost 3,400 students from Manitoba received

Foundation bursaries, for a total investment of

$12.3 million.  

• Manitoba bursaries, designed to reduce the

student loan debt of Manitoba post-secondary

students who have annual debt above the 

threshold amount. Approximately 3,200 under-

graduate and graduate students received this

bursary in 2002–03, with awards averaging $1,877

for a total investment of $6.2 million. 

• Canada Study Grants, available to students 

with permanent disabilities, high-need part-time

students, women in non-traditional doctoral

studies and students with dependants. In 2002–03,

$1.99 million was awarded in Manitoba, including

$1.57 million to address the needs of more than

1,044 students with dependants.

• Access bursaries, which Manitoba provides to 

full-time students in Access programs who have

high assessed need. Eligible students receive 60%

of their assessed need (to a maximum of $165 per

week of study) as a Canada Student Loan and 

the balance as an Access bursary. In 2002–03, 

$1.95 million was awarded to over 200 students.

• The Manitoba Study Assistance grant, which

provides up to $40 per week of study to full-time

students whose assessed financial need is higher

than the maximum Canada and Manitoba Student

Loan amounts and who have exhausted all other

support sources. In 2002–03, $92,000 was awarded

to 79 students. 

• The Prince of Wales/Princess Anne Awards, annual

provincial grants of $200 to full-time Canadian

Aboriginal students studying in Manitoba (or in

programs only available outside Manitoba) who

have been assessed to have some financial need.

In 2002–03, over $235,000 was awarded to almost

1,200 students. 

• The Medical Student/Resident Financial Assistance

Program, which provides a conditional grant to

students and residents studying medicine in

Manitoba (as well as students studying in French at

the University of Ottawa). Upon completion of

training, all participating physicians are required 

to work in Manitoba for one year for each grant 

they receive. In 2002–03, $2.1 million was awarded

to 116 students.
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Student Financial
Assistance in Manitoba 





The profiles in this appendix cover all students who

received financial aid in 2002–03. This includes both

full-time and part-time students, in undergraduate

and graduate programs. Students could be attending

public or private institutions in Manitoba or outside

the province.

The profiles compare subgroups of financial aid

recipients according to various characteristics:

• Loan remission recipients versus non-recipients:

All loan remission recipients (students who

received the Foundation or Manitoba bursary, or

both, in 2002–03) are compared with students who

received neither bursary, as well as all student aid

recipients for the year.

• Foundation and Manitoba bursary recipients:

Foundation bursary recipients are compared to

Manitoba bursary recipients and all students who

received one or both of these bursaries.

• Financial status: Student aid recipients are divided

into three groups:

• Dependent on parental support: Students in

this group are single with no dependants.

Because they are classified as dependent on

parental support, parental support enters into

the calculation of these students’ resources for

student aid purposes. 

• Independent of parental support, no children:

These students are independent of parental

support for student aid purposes and have no

dependent children. Some students in this group

are single; others are married with no children.

• Independent of parental support, with children:

These students, both single and married, are

independent of parental support for student aid

purposes and have dependent children.

• Marital status: Three groups are compared: single

students with no dependent children, married

students (with or without dependent children) and

single custodial parents of dependent children. 

• Credential sought: Student aid recipients are

grouped according to the credential they were

working toward in 2002–03: either a certificate/

diploma (one- or two-year programs), a bachelor’s

degree (usually three or four years long), or a 

graduate credential (any program above the

baccalaureate level, including master’s and Ph.D.

programs, as well as graduate certificate and

diploma programs).

• Type of institution attended: Institutions include

both those in Manitoba and those outside the

province that were attended by recipients of

Manitoba student aid. Educational institutions

have been grouped as follows:

• Private institutions, including private colleges

and degree-granting universities. Most Manitoba

student aid recipients in private institutions

were working toward certificates, but some were

enrolled in diploma programs, undergraduate

degree programs and graduate programs.

• Colleges, including all public colleges and

public vocational institutions. Most student aid

recipients in this group were enrolled in

diploma programs. About one-quarter were 

in certificate programs. The rest were in 

undergraduate degree programs.

• Universities, including all public universities

attended by Manitoba aid recipients. Almost 

all aid recipients at universities attended

undergraduate degree programs, but there

were also a few in certificate, diploma and 

graduate programs.
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Student Profiles



Financial Assistance Recipients

The profiles are based on students who received

financial assistance in 2002–03. Some students’

needs or expenses are assessed at zero. Normally

such students would not be eligible for any financial

assistance, but some received discretionary loans.

Discretionary loans are not made on the basis of

assessed need, but based on special circumstances

such as emergency cash shortages and unexpected

situations. Discretionary awards are excluded when

considering eligibility for the Foundation and

Manitoba bursaries.

Accumulated Debt

Each table shows the total accumulated debt for each

group before and after loan remissions. The debt

reported is only for Canada and Manitoba Student

Loans. It does not include any private debt or any debt

associated with a part-time Canada Student Loan.

Part-time CSLs are not included in accumulated debt

because they are not subsidized student loans. The

maximum amount a student can owe for a part-time

CSL is $4,000, and students are required to pay 

interest on the loan while in school.
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Demographics
Number of students (% of total)

% Female

Average age (range)

Financial status

% Independent

% Dependent

Accommodation

% Live on own

% Live with parents

Location of institution

% In Manitoba

% Outside Manitoba

Marital status

% Single

% Married

% Single parents

Dependants

% None

% 1 to 2

% 3 or more

Education

Institution type

% College

% University

% Private

Credential

% Certificate

% Diploma

% Bachelor’s degree

% Graduate studies

Year of post-secondary education

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year

% 5th year or higher

Study period duration

% Under 34 weeks

% 34 weeks

% Over 34 weeks

Average weeks

Program length

% 1 year

% 2 years

% 3 years

% 4 years or more

All Loan
Remission Recipients

5,636 (57%)

62%

25 (15–63)

75%

25%

85%

15%

83%

17%

75%

12%

13%

79%

17%

5%

18%

70%

12%

11%

16%

69%

4%

22%

18%

13%

13%

35%

27%

36%

38%

33.8 (5–52)

11%

20%

28%

41%

Loan Remission
Non-Recipients

4,291 (43%)

57%

24.8 (16–63)

67%

33%

68%

32%

86%

14%

81%

11%

8%

85%

12%

3%

22%

62%

16%

21%

15%

60%

4%

36%

20%

12%

9%

23%

37%

29%

34%

32.5 (5–52)

20%

17%

32%

31%

All Student Aid
Recipients

9,927 (100%)

60%

24.9 (15–63)

72%

28%

78%

22%

84%

16%

77%

12%

11%

81%

14%

4%

20%

66%

14%

15%

16%

65%

4%

28%

18%

13%

12%

30%

31%

33%

36%

33.2 (5–52)

15%

19%

30%

36%

Profile — Loan Remission Recipients vs. Non-Recipients
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T H E  M I L L E N N I U M  F O U N DAT I O N  B U R S A RY  I N  M A N I T O B A :  E X P LO R I N G  I T S  I M PA C T54

Year in program

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year or higher

Course load

% Under 60%

% 60% to 79%

% 80% to 99%

% 100%+ 

Financial

Assessed expenses

Assessed resources

Assessed need

Total award

% with loan aid

Average loan per recipient

% with grant aid

Average grant per recipient

Unmet need per week of study

% None

% Under $50

% Between $50 and $100

% Over $100

Average unmet need per week

Loan remission for study year

% with Foundation Bursary (FB)

Average FB per recipient

% with Manitoba Bursary (MB)

Average MB per recipient

% with loan remission (LR)

Average total LR per recipient

Loan remission for prior years

Average FB per recipient

Average MB per recipient

Average total LR per recipient

Total accumulated debt

Average debt before remission

Average debt after remission

All Loan 
Remission Recipients

Loan Remission
Non-Recipients

All Student 
Aid Recipients

41%

28%

18%

12%

0%

17%

21%

61%

$14,162
($958–$53,136)

$4,350
($0–$71,366)

$9,836
($4,262–$48,740)

$8,768
($200–$41,020)

100%

$8,185
($624–$16,478)

23%

$2,566
($100–$32,935)

57%

21%

9%

13%

$41 ($0–$1,563)

59%

$3,645
($1,000–$4,500)

57%

$1,877
($101–$5,720)

100%

$3,226
($102–$5,720)

$5,309
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,524
($100–$11,440 $)

$4,805
($100–$13,840)

$17,102 ($0–$87,329)

$11,858 ($0–$72,693)

58%

21%

12%

8%

4%

20%

18%

58%

$10,323
($0–$83,075)

$6,820
($0–$145,908)

$4,690 
($0–$46,847)

$3,763 
($69–$25,675)

99%

$3,663 
($69–$24,475)

11%

$1,294 
($120–$18,085)

58%

21%

9%

12%

$40 ($0–$1,465)

$4,595 
($1,001–$12,500)

$2,270 
($102–$11,165)

$3,827 
($114–$12,549)

$8,619 ( $0–$99,886)

$8,023 ($0–$99,886)

49%

25%

16%

11%

2%

18%

20%

60%

$12,502
($0–$83,075)

$5,418
($0–$145,908)

$7,611
($0–$48,740)

$6,604
($69–$41,020)

99%

$6,245
($69–$24,475)

18%

$2,214
($100–$32,935)

58%

21%

9%

12%

$41 ($0–$1,563)

34%

$3,645 
($1,000–$4,500)

32%

$1,877 
($101–$5,720)

57%

$3,226 
($102–$5,720)

$5,169 
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,465 
($100–$11,440)

$4,590 
($100–$13,840)

$13,435 ($0–$99,886)

$10,200 ($0–$99,886)

Profile — Loan Remission Recipients vs. Non-recipients (continued)
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Demographics
Number of students (% of total)

% Female

Average age (range)

Financial status

% Independent

% Dependent

Accommodation

% Live on own

% Live with parents

Location of institution

% In Manitoba

% Outside Manitoba

Marital status

% Single

% Married

% Single parents

Dependants

% None

% 1 to 2

% 3 or more

Education

Institution type

% College

% University

% Private

Credential

% Certificate

% Diploma

% Bachelor’s degree

% Graduate studies

Year of post-secondary education

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year

% 5th year or higher

Study period duration

% Under 34 weeks

% 34 weeks

% Over 34 weeks

Average weeks

Program length

% 1 year

% 2 years

% 3 years

% 4 years or more

Foundation Bursary
Recipients

3,345 (34%)

63%

25.4 (18–59)

81%

19%

89%

11%

82%

18%

75%

12%

13%

79%

16%

5%

16%

78%

6%

3%

15%

82%

0%

0%

21%

17%

18%

44%

26%

38%

36%

33.3 (6–52)

4%

18%

25%

53%

Manitoba Bursary 
Recipients 

3,190 (32%)

60%

24.4 (15–63)

69%

31%

80%

20%

85%

15%

77%

12%

12%

81%

15%

4%

21%

63%

16%

17%

17%

59%

8%

38%

16%

9%

9%

27%

27%

34%

39%

34.7 (5–52)

17%

22%

32%

29%

All Loan
Remission Recipients

5,636 (57%)

62%

25 (15–63)

75%

25%

85%

15%

83%

17%

75%

12%

13%

79%

17%

5%

18%

70%

12%

11%

16%

69%

4%

22%

18%

13%

13%

35%

27%

36%

38%

33,8 (5–52)

11%

20%

28%

41%

Profile — Foundation and Manitoba Bursary Recipients
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Year in program

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year or higher

Course load

% Under 60%

% 60% to 79%

% 80% to 99%

% 100%+ 

Financial

Assessed expenses

Assessed resources

Assessed need

Total award

% with loan aid

Average loan per recipient

% with grant aid

Average grant per recipient

Unmet need per week of study

% None

% Under $50

% Between $50 and $100

% Over $100

Average unmet need per week

Loan remission for study year

% with Foundation Bursary (FB)

Average FB per recipient

% with Manitoba Bursary (MB)

Average MB per recipient

% with loan remission (LR)

Average total LR per recipient

Loan remission for prior years

Average FB per recipient

Average MB per recipient

Average total LR per recipient

Total accumulated debt

Average debt before remission

Average debt after remission

Foundation Bursary
Recipients

Manitoba Bursary 
Recipients 

All Loan
Remission Recipients

20%

37%

26%

17%

0%

19%

23%

58%

$14,445
($958–$46,791)

$3,935
($0–$71,366)

$10,548
($5,500–$41,020)

$9,399
($200–$41,020)

100%

$8,587
($624–$15,400)

24%

$3,459
($100–$32,935)

53%

23%

10%

14%

$45 ($0–$1,563)

100%

$3,645
($1,000–$4,500)

27%

$374
($101–$2,894)

100%

$3,746
($1,000–$5,720)

$5,408
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,316
($102–$9,240)

$4,865
($110–$13,720)

$20,851 ($0–$87,120)

$14,185 ($0–$70,120)

58%

22%

13%

7%

0%

16%

21%

63%

$13,489
($4,613–$53,136)

$4,904
($0–$39,049)

$8,590
($4,262–$48,740)

$7,768
($1,884–$22,300)

100%

$7,558
($1,747–$16,478)

19%

$1,102
($115–$8,516)

67%

18%

6%

9%

$30 ($0–$1,408)

28%

$2,271
($1,000–$4,500)

100%

$1,877
($101–$5,720)

100%

$2,517
($102–$5,720)

$4,651
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,690
($100–$11,440)

$4,227
($100–$13,840)

$13,299 ($1,747–$87,329)

$9,734 ($850–$72,693)

41%

28%

18%

12%

0%

17%

21%

61%

$14,162
($958–$53,136)

$4,350
($0–$71,366)

$9,836
($4,262–$48,740)

$8,768
($200–$41,020)

100%

$8,185
($624–$16,478)

23%

$2,566
($100–$32,935)

57%

21%

9%

13%

$41 ($0–$1,563)

59%

$3,645
($1,000–$4,500)

57%

$1,877
($101–$5,720)

100%

$3,226
($102–$5,720)

$5,309
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,524
($100–$11,440)

$4,805
($100–$13,840)

$17,102 ($0–$87,329)

$11,858 ($0–$72,693)

Profile — Foundation and Manitoba Bursary Recipients (continued)
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Demographics
Number of students (% of total)

% Female

Average age (range)

Financial status

% Independent

% Dependent

Accommodation

% Live on own

% Live with parents

Location of institution

% In Manitoba

% Outside Manitoba

Marital status

% Single

% Married

% Single parents

Dependants

% None

% 1 to 2

% 3 or more

Education

Institution type

% College

% University

% Private

Credential

% Certificate

% Diploma

% Bachelor’s degree

% Graduate studies

Year of post-secondary education

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year

% 5th year or higher

Study period duration

% Under 34 weeks

% 34 weeks

% Over 34 weeks

Average weeks

Program length

% 1 year

% 2 years

% 3 years

% 4 years or more

Dependent on
Parental Support

2,797 (28%)

59%

19.5 (15–27)

100%

59%

41%

83%

17%

100%

100%

17%

72%

11%

8%

15%

77%

0%

42%

26%

17%

11%

4%

26%

48%

26%

33.8 (6–52)

8%

14%

41%

37%

Independent of Parent
Support, No Children 

5,290 (53%)

54%

25.7 (16–63)

100%

81%

19%

81%

19%

92%

8%

100%

19%

68%

14%

15%

15%

63%

7%

20%

14%

10%

12%

45%

32%

29%

40%

33.4 (5–52)

15%

21%

26%

38%

Independent of Parent
Support, With Children

1,840 (19%)

78%

30.8 (18–56)

100%

94%

6%

96%

4%

40%

60%

78%

22%

28%

54%

18%

27%

18%

53%

2%

31%

21%

12%

11%

24%

37%

22%

42%

31.9 (5–52)

26%

20%

23%

31%

Profile — Financial Status



T H E  M I L L E N N I U M  F O U N DAT I O N  B U R S A RY  I N  M A N I T O B A :  E X P LO R I N G  I T S  I M PA C T58

Year in program

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year or higher

Course load

% Under 60%

% 60% to 79%

% 80% to 99%

% 100%+ 

Financial

Assessed expenses

Assessed resources

Assessed need

Total award

% with loan aid

Average loan per recipient

% with grant aid

Average grant per recipient

Unmet need per week of study

% None

% Under $50

% Between $50 and $100

% Over $100

Average unmet need per week

Loan remission for study year

% with Foundation Bursary (FB)

Average FB per recipient

% with Manitoba Bursary (MB)

Average MB per recipient

% with loan remission (LR)

Average total LR per recipient

Loan remission for prior years

Average FB per recipient

Average MB per recipient

Average total LR per recipient

Total accumulated debt

Average debt before remission

Average debt after remission

Dependent on
Parental Support

Independent of Parent
Support, No Children  

Independent of Parent
Support, With Children 

53%

26%

15%

5%

0%

18%

27%

55%

$10,047
($645–$51,797)

$4,587
($0–$48,489)

$5,608
($0–$27,104)

$5,296
($69–$16,478)

100%

$5,261
($69–$16,478)

6%

$732
($200–$8,000)

68%

22%

6%

4%

$16 ($0–$680)

23%

$3,172 
($1,000–$4,500)

36%

$1,694
($104–$5,720)

50%

$2,687
($104–$5,720)

$3,544
($1,022–$12,500)

$2,175
($102–$8,690)

$3,088
($114–$12,500)

$9,442 ($0–$46,915)

$7,394 ($0–$41,690)

43%

25%

17%

15%

2%

17%

18%

62%

$11,611
($0–$83,075)

$4,631
($0–$145,908)

$7,460
($0–$46,847)

$6,491
($116–$24,475)

99%

$6,438
($116–$24,475)

8%

$1,133
($100–$10,986)

57%

23%

9%

11%

$36 ($0–$1,387)

38%

$3,630
($1,000–$4,500)

30%

$1,733
($101–$5,720)

57%

$3,288
($102–$5,720)

$5,155
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,367
($100–$11,440)

$4,694
($100–$13,720)

$15,181 ($0–$99,886)

$11,658 ($0–$99,886)

56%

23%

13%

7%

4%

23%

14%

60%

$18,798
($0–$64,055)

$8,941
($0–$86,386)

$11,091
($0–$48,740)

$8,918
($196–$41,020)

99%

$7,197
($157–$16,775)

65%

$2,804
($115–$32,935)

45%

14%

12%

30%

$91 ($0–$1,563)

38%

$4,127
($1,006–$4,500)

33%

$2,548
($106–$5,720)

65%

$3,694 
($106–$5,720)

$6,369
($1,044–$12,500)

$3,216
($120–$11,440)

$5,912
($152–$13,840)

$14,511 ($0–$87,329)

$10,273 ($0–$80,124)

Profile — Financial Status (continued)
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Demographics
Number of students (% of total)

% Female

Average age (range)

Financial status

% Independent

% Dependent

Accommodation

% Live on own

% Live with parents

Location of institution

% In Manitoba

% Outside Manitoba

Marital status

% Single

% Married

% Single parents

Dependants

% None

% 1 to 2

% 3 or more

Education

Institution type

% College

% University

% Private

Credential

% Certificate

% Diploma

% Bachelor’s degree

% Graduate studies

Year of post-secondary education

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year

% 5th year or higher

Study period duration

% Under 34 weeks

% 34 weeks

% Over 34 weeks

Average weeks

Program length

% 1 year

% 2 years

% 3 years

% 4 years or more

Single Recipients

7,675 (77%)

56%

23.3 (15–63)

64%

36%

72%

28%

82%

18%

100%

100%

18%

69%

12%

12%

15%

68%

4%

28%

18%

13%

12%

30%

30%

36%

35%

33.5 (5–52)

12%

18%

32%

38%

Married Recipients

1,148 (12%)

53%

30.4 (19–63)

100%

99%

1%

91%

9%

100%

36%

46%

18%

25%

55%

20%

25%

18%

51%

7%

26%

18%

11%

10%

35%

33%

25%

42%

33.1 (6–52)

24%

22%

22%

31%

Single Parents
Recipients

1,104 (11%)

93%

30.1 (18–55)

100%

91%

9%

97%

3%

100%

83%

17%

27%

57%

17%

25%

16%

57%

1%

32%

21%

12%

13%

22%

38%

21%

41%

31.3 (5–52)

25%

17%

24%

33%

Profile — Marital Status
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T H E  M I L L E N N I U M  F O U N DAT I O N  B U R S A RY  I N  M A N I T O B A :  E X P LO R I N G  I T S  I M PA C T60

Year in program

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year or higher

Course load

% Under 60%

% 60% to 79%

% 80% to 99%

% 100%+ 

Financial

Assessed expenses

Assessed resources

Assessed need

Total award

% with loan aid

Average loan per recipient

% with grant aid

Average grant per recipient

Unmet need per week of study

% None

% Under $50

% Between $50 and $100

% Over $100

Average unmet need per week

Loan remission for study year

% with Foundation Bursary (FB)

Average FB per recipient

% with Manitoba Bursary (MB)

Average MB per recipient

% with loan remission (LR)

Average total LR per recipient

Loan remission for prior years

Average FB per recipient

Average MB per recipient

Average total LR per recipient

Total accumulated debt

Average debt before remission

Average debt after remission

Single Recipients Married Recipients
Single Parent

Recipients

47%

25%

16%

11%

2%

18%

21%

59%

$10,837 
($0–$83,075)

$4,250
($0–$61,048)

$6,854
($0–$46,847)

$6,084
($69–$24,475)

100%

$6,037
($69–$24,475)

7%

$1,000
($100–$10,986)

60%

23%

8%

9%

$30 ($0- $1,387)

33%

$3,521
($1,000–$4,500)

32%

$1,721
($101–$5,720)

55%

$3,103
($102–$5,720)

$4,881
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,280
($100–$11,440)

$4,261
($100–$13,720)

$13,134 ($0–$99,886)

$10,141 ($0–$99,886)

51%

26%

14%

9%

3%

16%

13%

68%

$19,630
($963–$64,055)

$13,225
($0–$145,908)

$8,394
($0–$45,638)

$7,211
($173–$31,370)

99%

$6,554
($173–$16,775)

37%

$1,910
($115–$22,955)

57%

17%

9%

18%

$55 ($0–$1,563)

34%

$3,881
($1,022–$4,500)

33%

$2,192
($110–$5,720)

59%

$3,449
($110–$5,720)

$5,577
($1,036–$12,500)

$3,018
($107–$11,440)

$5,237
($146–$13,720)

$13,884 ($0–$83,864)

$10,182 ($0–$80,124)

57%

21%

13%

8%

4%

26%

15%

56%

$16,669
($0–$48,740)

$5,416
($0–$86,386)

$12,061
($0–$48,740)

$9,591
($200–$41,020)

98%

$7,386
($157–$16,342)

72%

$3,222
($139–$32,935)

41%

12%

13%

34%

$104 ($0–$1,465)

39%

$4,154
($1,006–$4,500)

34%

$2,592
($106–$5,720)

67%

$3,722
($106–$5,720)

$6,485
($1,044–$12,500)

$3,176
($120–$10,340)

$6,098
($152–$13,840)

$15,063 ($0–$87,329)

$10,626 ($0–$69,749)

Profile — Marital Status (continued)
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Demographics
Number of students (% of total)

% Female

Average age (range)

Financial status

% Independent

% Dependent

Accommodation

% Live on own

% Live with parents

Location of institution

% In Manitoba

% Outside Manitoba

Marital status

% Single

% Married

% Single parents

Dependants

% None

% 1 to 2

% 3 or more

Education

Institution type

% College

% University

% Private

Credential

% Certificate

% Diploma

% Bachelor’s degree

% Graduate studies

Year of post-secondary education

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year

% 5th year or higher

Study period duration

% Under 34 weeks

% 34 weeks

% Over 34 weeks

Average weeks

Program length

% 1 year

% 2 years

% 3 years

% 4 years or more

Certificate/Diploma

3,036 (31%)

56%

26.5 (16–63)

79%

21%

81%

19%

88%

12%

69%

16%

15%

73%

21%

6%

58%

6%

36%

49%

51%

50%

25%

10%

6%

9%

29%

4%

67%

35.4 (7–52)

48%

42%

7%

2%

Bachelor’s degree

6,470 (65%)

62%

23.9 (15–58)

67%

33%

75%

25%

85%

15%

81%

9%

10%

85%

12%

3%

3%

93%

4%

100%

19%

16%

15%

15%

35%

33%

47%

21%

31.8 (5–52)

0%

5%

41%

54%

Graduate Studies

421 (4%)

54%

28.3 (18–60)

99%

1%

93%

7%

48%

52%

78%

18%

4%

90%

8%

2%

91%

9%

100%

1%

1%

1%

3%

94%

18%

28%

55%

39 (6–52)

6%

59%

25%

10%

Profile — Credential Sought
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Year in program

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year or higher

Course load

% Under 60%

% 60% to 79%

% 80% to 99%

% 100%+ 

Financial

Assessed expenses

Assessed resources

Assessed need

Total award

% with loan aid

Average loan per recipient

% with grant aid

Average grant per recipient

Unmet need per week of study

% None

% Under $50

% Between $50 and $100

% Over $100

Average unmet need per week

Loan remission for study year

% with Foundation Bursary (FB)

Average FB per recipient

% with Manitoba Bursary (MB)

Average MB per recipient

% with loan remission (LR)

Average total LR per recipient

Loan remission for prior years

Average FB per recipient

Average MB per recipient

Average total LR per recipient

Total accumulated debt

Average debt before remission

Average debt after remission

Certificate/Diploma Bachelor’s degree Graduate Studies

77%

21%

2%

0%

4%

3%

2%

92%

$12,636
($0–$53,136)

$6,910
($0–$145,908)

$6,959
($0–$48,740)

$6,123
($137–$31,794)

99%

$5,900
($137–$17,875)

22%

$1,342
($120–$25,194)

60%

20%

8%

13%

$36 ($0–$982)

20%

$3,668
($1,006–$4,500)

36%

$2,490 
($103–$5,720)

50%

$3,266
($106–$5,720)

$4,426
($1,025–$12,500)

$2,741
($128–$6,815)

$3,627
($135–$12,500)

$8,877 ($0–$86,374)

$6,685 ($0–$86,374)

35%

26%

23%

16%

1%

27%

29%

43%

$12,184
($0–$83,075)

$4,604
($0–$71,366)

$7,796
($0–$46,847)

$6,749
($69–$41,020)

100%

$6,309
($69–$24,475)

17%

$2,747
($100–$32,935)

57%

22%

9%

12%

$42 ($0–$1,563)

42%

$3,640 
($1,000–$4,500)

29%

$1,332
($101–$5,720)

60%

$3,202
($102–$5,720)

$5,230
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,128
($100–$9,240)

$4,689
($100–$13,720)

$14,876 ($0–$99,886)

$11,235 ($0–$99,886)

54%

35%

9%

2%

1%

5%

5%

90%

$16,421
($1,135–$53,965)

$7,160
($0–$43,097)

$9,470
($0–$45,730)

$7,844
($182–$22,315)

100%

$7,724
($182–$14,850)

8%

$1,889
($200–$8,290)

55%

20%

10%

16%

$55 ($0–$1,387)

0%

$4,500
($4,500–$4,500)

57%

$3,363
($117–$5,720)

57%

$3,368
($117–$5,720)

$5,486
($1,032–$12,500)

$4,433
($271–$11,440)

$5,802
($271–$13,840)

$24,172 ($0–$87,329)

$19,640 ($0–$80,124)

Profile — Credential Sought (continued)
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Demographics
Number of students (% of total)

% Female

Average age (range)

Financial status

% Independent

% Dependent

Accommodation

% Live on own

% Live with parents

Location of institution

% In Manitoba

% Outside Manitoba

Marital status

% Single

% Married

% Single parents

Dependants

% None

% 1 to 2

% 3 or more

Education

Institution type

% College

% University

% Private

Credential

% Certificate

% Diploma

% Bachelor’s degree

% Graduate studies

Year of post-secondary education

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year

% 5th year or higher

Study period duration

% Under 34 weeks

% 34 weeks

% Over 34 weeks

Average weeks

Program length

% 1 year

% 2 years

% 3 years

% 4 years or more

Private Institution

1,375 (14%)

59%

26.5 (16–63)

77%

23%

84%

16%

82%

18%

70%

17%

13%

76%

20%

5%

100%

66%

14%

18%

3%

58%

19%

9%

5%

10%

30%

11%

59%

35.3 (12–52)

63%

15%

10%

12%

College

1,967 (20%)

56%

25.8 (17–63)

76%

24%

81%

19%

84%

16%

71%

14%

15%

74%

20%

6%

100%

26%

65%

10%

39%

28%

13%

8%

13%

24%

7%

68%

35.6 (7–52)

26%

54%

11%

9%

University

6,585 (66%)

61%

24.3 (15–60)

69%

31%

75%

25%

85%

15%

81%

10%

9%

85%

12%

3%

100%

1%

1%

92%

6%

19%

15%

13%

14%

39%

33%

45%

22%

32.1 (5–52)

2%

9%

40%

50%

Profile — Type of Institution Attended
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Year in program

% 1st year

% 2nd year

% 3rd year

% 4th year or higher

Course load

% Under 60%

% 60% to 79%

% 80% to 99%

% 100%+ 

Financial

Assessed expenses

Assessed resources

Assessed need

Total award

% with loan aid

Average loan per recipient

% with grant aid

Average grant per recipient

Unmet need per week of study

% None

% Under $50

% Between $50 and $100

% Over $100

Average unmet need per week

Loan remission for study year

% with Foundation Bursary (FB)

Average FB per recipient

% with Manitoba Bursary (MB)

Average MB per recipient

% with loan remission (LR)

Average total LR per recipient

Loan remission for prior years

Average FB per recipient

Average MB per recipient

Average total LR per recipient

Total accumulated debt

Average debt before remission

Average debt after remission

Private Institution College University

81%

12%

5%

2%

3%

2%

2%

93%

$14,740
($863–$64,055)

$7,581
($0–$145,908)

$8,422
($0–$48,740)

$6,734
($137–$17,935)

100%

$6,567
($137–$16,775)

20%

$997
($120–$8,000)

45%

24%

10%

21%

$60 ($0–$982)

15%

$3,921
($1,006–$4,500)

38%

$2,987
($120–$5,720)

49%

$3,543
($130–$5,720)

$4,894
($1,049–$12,500)

$3,017
($120–$6,815)

$4,265
($225–$13,720)

$9,467 ($0–$74,564)

$7,137 ($0–$60,674)

65%

29%

4%

1%

2%

4%

3%

90%

$11,976
($0–$45,310)

$5,998
($0–$72,267)

$6,761
($0–$44,269)

$6,088
($173–$31,794)

99%

$5,756
($157–$17,875)

22%

$1,887
($183–$25,194)

67%

17%

7%

9%

$28 ($0–$1,031)

26%

$3,629 
($1,006–$4,500)

33%

$2,009
($103–$5,720)

52%

$3,119
($106–$5,720)

$4,595
($1,025–$12,500)

$2,688
($128–$9,240)

$3,820
($135–$12,500)

$10,174 ($0–$86,374)

$7,702 ($0–$86,374)

37%

26%

22%

15%

2%

26%

28%

44%

$12,192
($0–$83,075)

$4,792
($0–$86,386)

$7,696
($0–$46,847)

$6,731
($69–$41,020)

100%

$6,322
($69–$24,475)

16%

$2,651
($100–$32,935)

57%

22%

9%

12%

$41 ($0–$1,563)

40%

$3,626
($1,000–$4,500)

30%

$1,543
($101–$5,720)

60%

$3,199
($102–$5,720)

$5,247
($1,000–$12,500)

$2,322
($100–$11,440)

$4,752
($100–$13,840)

$15,238 ($0–$99,886)

$11,586 ($0–$99,886)

Profile — Type of Institution Attended (continued)
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Appendix C

Profile of Millennium and 
Pre-Millennium Cohorts

Number of Students

Gender

Female

Male

Financial Status

Dependent

Independent

Marital Status

Single

Single Parents

Married

Dependants

None

1–2

3 or more

Accommodation

Live on own

Live with parents

Location of Institution

Manitoba

Outside Manitoba

Type of Institution

Private

College

University

Credential in first year

Degree

Diploma

Certificate

Program Length in first year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

Degree by Program Length in first year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

Millennium Pre-Millennium

1,038

62%

38%

41%

59%

82%

10%

8%

85%

12%

3%

81%

19%

83%

17%

10%

23%

68%

72%

28%

27%

42%

29%

2%

2%

40%

28%

2%

1,344

58%

42%

46%

54%

81%

8%

11%

85%

12%

4%

83%

17%

79%

21%

10%

23%

67%

73%

26%

<1%

27%

37%

35%

1%

3%

35%

35%

1%
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Diploma by Program Length in first year

2 years

3 years

4 years

Certificate by Program Length in first year

2 years

3 years

Average Course Load in first year

Min

Max

Course Load Distribution in first year

Under 60%*

60% to 79%

80% to 99%

100%+

Average Total Need in first year (current dollars)

Min

Max

Average Total Need in constant 1999 dollars

Average of Unmet Need Per Week in first year

Min

Max

Unmet Need Distribution in first year

None

Under $50

$50 to $100

Over $100

Recipients, in first year, of

Canada Student Loan (CSL)

Manitoba Student Loan (MSL)

Access Bursary

Average CSL Award in first year

Min

Max

Average MSL Award in first year for recipients

Min

Max

Average Access bursary in first year for recipients

Min

Max

Average Debt at end of first year, before remission (current dollars)

Min

Max

Average debt before remission in constant 1999 dollars

Average Debt at end of first year, After Remission

Min

Max

Average Debt after remission in constant 1999 dollars

Average Unmet Need per Week over Tracking Period

Min

Max

Millennium Pre-Millennium

25%

2%

<1%

0

0

91%

20%

140%

<1%

14%

22%

64%

$8,313

$227

$44,410

$8,313

$23

$0

$1,818

75%

13%

5%

7%

100%

98%

2%

$4,480 

$136 

$9,329 

$2,952 

$91 

$6,218 

$8,131 

$756 

$20,478 

$7,369 

$227 

$15,547

$7,369

$6,627

$0

$15,547

$6,627

$31

$0

$712

24%

2%

<1%

<1%

<1%

91%

20%

150%

<1%

16%

19%

64%

$7,424

$230

$38,904

$7,873

$25

0 $

1 114 $

72%

15%

6%

7%

100%

98%

2%

$4,105 

$138

$12,210 

$2,618 

$92 

$8,140 

$5,868 

$1,675 

$14,879 

$6,673 

$230 

$20,350 

$7,076 

$6,673

$230

$20,350

$7,076

$32

$0

$1,219

(*) A few students received both a full- & part-time Canada Student Loan in first year.
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Distribution of Unmet Need per Week over Tracking Period

No unmet need

Under $25 per week

$25 or more per week

Average Debt accumulated over tracking period, Before Remission

Min

Max

Average debt before remission in constant 2002 dollars

Average Debt accumulated over tracking period, After Remission

Min

Max

Average debt after remission in constant 2002 dollars

Accumulated Debt (before remission) Per FTE Year completed

Min

Max

Millennium Pre-Millennium

36%

34%

30%

$22,255

$1,953

$51,790

$23,967

$16,530

$0

$41,543

$17,802

$8,525

$1,953

$21,475

43%

30%

27%

$19,459

$2,816

$65,158

$22,223

$19,459

$2,816

$65,158

$22,223

$8,021

$1,754

$20,396
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